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ABSTRACT
Despite several instances of societal attention and widespread protests, there is no database of
police-involved fatal shootings. To this end, it is extremely important to develop a system that will
monitor media reports of police use of force in nearly real time. In particular, my thesis lever-
ages the recent developments in the field of text classification and event extraction to achieve this
goal. In order to develop a database of police-involved fatal shootings, we propose a multiple layer
structure. The first layer is a Boolean query to extract articles from the Solr database which stores
articles scraped from the internet. We then show various comparisons on how text classification
performs in this domain and show a comprehensive analysis of the errors such a system makes. Fi-
nally, we show our results on a number of event extraction systems and successfully conclude that
using event extraction on top of text classification improves the task of victim name extraction.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The ability to understand whether there are systematic biases in how police use fatal force in
the United States (e.g. as in the shooting of Michael Brown Jr., an 18-year-old African American
man) is an important problem. Without data describing the entire context of police using fatal
force across multiple jurisdictions, it is difficult to figure out potential disparities. Additionally,
it is challenging to develop policies that reduce the inappropriate use of force. News media have
emerged as the fundamental source of information regarding such events. This thesis leverages
recent advancements in the field of natural language processing to develop a database of police-
involved fatal shootings using news articles.
1.1 THESIS STATEMENT
In this thesis, we focus on automatically using news stories to develop a database of police-
involved shootings and aggregate as much information as possible about those events. We first
use a simple Boolean query to retrieve relevant documents from our database of scraped articles.
We then focus on using text-classification specific to our domain in order to reduce the number of
articles as the Boolean query is very inclusive and retrieves a large number of irrelevant articles.
Finally, we shift our focus on extracting specific types of events from these articles, for an instance
an event where someone was killed or attacked by police and eventually we extract names of
victims killed by police using the arguments from these extracted events. The overview of the
system is shown in Figure 1.1.
1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS
As part of my thesis, we develop datasets for the various stages in the process. Specifically, we
develop a corpus for the task of the classification of police shootings in the US, police shootings
across the world and shootings of different kinds for an instance like someone shooting the po-
lice, etc. Furthermore, we also develop test and validation sets for evaluating how well our event
extraction system work.
The goal of my thesis is to provide a system to automatically develop a database of police-
involved shootings using news articles. My thesis intends to show what are the various techniques
that can be used at each step and how each of these performs as compared to the other. Further-
more, we also analyze various types of errors we encounter and provide ideas on how we can solve
them. We believe the work we have done is a positive step in the direction of developing a system
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to achieve our goal, but more importantly, it gives a lot of ideas on what are the various possibilities
one should consider in case they encounter a similar problem.
Figure 1.1: Overview of the system
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CHAPTER 2: FILTERING THE ARTICLE SPACE
The web scraper we use was targeted for a variety of projects and as a result, the amount of
data we were going to collect was going to be massive. The need for a system that was efficient
at retrieving articles was necessary and for that reason, we primarily use Solr 1 in order to store
all the scraped articles. As the web scraper we use is for a variety of projects and not necessarily
for extracting articles related to police-involved shootings, we need to develop a search strategy
to extract the articles from Solr. As Solr is a system that extracts articles by taking input in the
form of a Boolean query, the primary focus of this chapter is how we developed the Boolean query.
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of our system.
Figure 2.1: This chapter focuses on the boolean query step
2.1 WHAT IS SOLR?
Solr1 is an open source enterprise search platform primarily used for full-text search. In order to
search a document, Apache Solr performs the following operations in sequence: Indexing, which
is the task of converting the documents into a machine-readable format. Then it does Querying
which is basically understanding the terms of a query written by the user. Third is Mapping which
is mapping the query from the user to the articles stored in the database to find the relevant results.
Finally, Ranking is done to rank the documents with respect to their relevance as per the query.
1https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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The input in order to search the Solr database has to be a Boolean query, the development of which
to our specific case is shown in the next sections.
2.2 MAIN QUERY
The first task we do is to develop an appropriate Boolean query. The articles retrieved from this
query are the ones on which we would run systems like text classification and event extraction
later. The Solr1 database consists of a large number of articles not specifically crawled for the
purpose of the police-shootings project and we deemed it was necessary to have a Boolean query
before we run a text classification algorithm. Also, the intention was to run the query and obtain
articles for the development of the various datasets. Specifically, the dataset for the text classifier
and the test/validation set for the event extraction system.
The following was the query we came down to:
(content: Police OR Policeman OR Patrolman OR Police officer OR Officer OR Officers
OR Plain-clothes OR Cop OR Cops OR Deputy OR Deputies OR Sheriffs OR Sheriff OR
Trooper OR Marshall OR Agent OR Detective OR Detectives OR Plainclothes OR plain
clothes) AND (content: GunShot OR GunShots OR Shot OR Shoot OR Shootings OR Dis-
charged OR Discharge OR Discharges OR Execute OR Executed OR Barrage OR Bullets
OR Bullet OR Gun OR Guns OR Gunned OR Trigger OR Fired OR Fires OR Fire OR
firearm OR shotgun OR rifle OR pistol OR revolver OR handgun OR carbine OR round
OR rounds OR gunfire) AND (geolocation locations: United States) AND publication date:
[2014-01-01T00:00:00Z TO 2018-10-01T00:00:00Z]
After preparing this query we generated the first 700 articles stratified by quarters in a year for
the annotators. Upon the analysis of the articles retrieved from the query, the annotators realized
that a large number of articles were not so relevant in the context of police-shootings. About 656
articles were not about police shootings and only 44 were about police shootings, out of which
only 25 were about police shootings in the US. This was a big problem, as we felt the query we
used didn’t go about solving the problem of reducing the irrelevant articles. In order to improve
these results, we dived deep into the Solr database system and we realized it generated a relevancy
score2 for each article which we could leverage. We sampled about 780 titles from the articles gen-
erated by our query and upon further inspection of these titles, and content for the articles whose
title was confusing we realized a lot of articles have a relevancy score below 20 and only one of
them was about police shootings. Based on this we decided for our production system we would
2Refer to this guide https://lucene.apache.org/core/2_9_4/scoring.html to see how the rele-
vancy score is generated
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only consider articles with a relevance score of above 20. The results of our analysis are shown in
table 2.1.
Relevancy score analysis
Score Range Number of relevant articles Number of irrelevant articles
0 to 10 0 (0%) 12
10 to 20 1 (0.28%) 345
20 to 30 13 (6.95%) 174
30 to 40 11 (12.64%) 76
40 to 50 9 (22.5%) 31
50 to 60 12 (50%) 12
60 to 70 5 (41.66%) 7
70 to 80 10 (71.42%) 4
80 to 90 10 (58.82%) 7
90 to 100 14 (66.66%) 7
100 to 110 12 (100%) 0
110 to 120 5 (62.5%) 3
Table 2.1: Analysis of the relevancy scores generated by the Solr system
Depending on this new idea I sampled a new set of 600 articles only above the score of 20 to
annotate for the text classifier. Furthermore, for the purpose of corpus exploration and how well the
ranking system of Solr database worked, we annotated the top 600 articles based on the relevance
score. We noticed about 65% percent articles were indeed about police shooting and we concluded
that the relevance score was good at indicating whether an article is about a police shooting or not.
2.3 ERROR ANALYSIS: BOOLEAN QUERY
As one can see, our query was overly inclusive so as to ensure the recall of articles was as high
as possible, we get a large number of irrelevant articles. The following are the set of examples of
the different types of errors that the Boolean query makes.
Example 2.1. Example of a non-police shooting article that passes the boolean query
Miami (AFP) - Three Florida police officers have been fired and a fourth resigned
following an exchange of racist texts and an offensive video, officials said. The episode
comes at a critical moment in the United States as officers across the nation have
come under fire for use of excessive force and allegedly targeting African Americans.
... (article continues)
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The above is an example of the type of articles we regularly see where the keywords like fire
and police appear in a very different context.
Example 2.2. Example of a non-police shooting article that passes the boolean query
US TV journalists shot dead on air. Two US journalists have been shot dead during
a live TV report in the state of Virginia, their employer has confirmed. Richard Lister
says there are eight distinct shots and screams on the video of the shooting. WDBJ7
TV reporter Alison Parker, 24, and cameraman Adam Ward, 27, were killed during an
interview in Moneta, Bedford County, the TV station said. During the live broadcast,
shots could be heard, sending the reporter and the woman she was interviewing run-
ning. Police say they are investigating the incident and still searching for the suspect.
... (article continues).
The article above has both a police keyword ”Police” and a shooting keyword ”shot” as shown,
but the article is about a guy shooting TV journalists and not about police-shooting someone.
Example 2.3. Example of a non-police shooting article that passes the boolean query
A judge has set a March trial for a man charged with fatally ambushing a state police
trooper near rural barracks in eastern Pennsylvania. The order by Pike County Judge
Gregory Chelak also says an out-of-county jury will be picked to hear the case of 33-
year old Eric Frein (freen). Frein is charged with fatally shooting Cpl. Bryon Dickson
II and wounding another trooper outside the Blooming Grove barracks in September
2014. He led police on a tense 48-day manhunt before U.S. marshals caught him about
30 miles from the shooting scene. Frein has pleaded not guilty. Court documents
say Frein spoke of wanting to start a revolution in a letter to his parents and called
Dickson’s slaying an ”assassination” during a police interview. ... (article continues)
As we can see, the article again has both type of keywords, however, it was about a guy shooting
and killing a police officer and not the other way round. We also get a lot of articles of this type.
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CHAPTER 3: TEXT CLASSIFICATION OVER POLICE SHOOTINGS
Text classification is the task of assigning a set of predefined categories to natural text. Text
classifiers can be used to organize, structure, and categorize pretty much anything. For example,
new comments can be classified by sentiments, emails as spam, chat conversations can be orga-
nized by intent and so on. For our purpose, it is very important to classify whether a document is
about a police-shooting or not, so that we can run our event extraction system on articles that are
mostly relevant. The idea is we extract events for articles that are about police shootings so as to
reduce the number of false positives the event extraction system produces. In this chapter, we first
talk about the mathematical complexities of the text classification models and finally we talk about
how we use these models in the context of our own problem.
Figure 3.1: This chapter focuses on text classification
3.1 BACKGROUND
Before the advent of deep-learning as a common tool in the context of natural language pro-
cessing, naive Bayes, logistic regression, etc were very popular for text-classification. However,
the deep-learning based models have proven to be much more powerful considering the fact we
don’t have to do any explicit feature engineering. More importantly, they even improve upon the
accuracy results.
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In 2014, the paper titled ”Convolutional Neural Networks for Sentence Classification” [1]
introduced the idea of using convolutional neural networks for text classification. They showed a
number of exciting experiments with their CNN based model trained on top of pre-trained word
vectors. Furthermore, with minor hyperparameter tuning, they achieve very good results on differ-
ent datasets.
Particularly, the idea is to use convolution over a sentence which is done in the following fashion.
Let us say xi:i+j refers to the concatenation of words xi,xi+1, . . . ,xi+j in the sentence. They
first do a convolution operation which is applied to a window of h words to produce a new feature.
For an instance, a feature featurei is generated from a window of words xi:i+h−1 by
featurei = f(w · xi:i+h−1 + b). (3.1)
In the above equation b is a bias term and f is a non-linear function such as the hyperbolic tangent.
They apply the filter to each possible window of words in the sentence. {x1:h,x2:h+1, . . . ,xn−h+1:n}
to produce a feature map.
feature = [feature1, feature2, . . . , featuren−h+1], (3.2)
The model then applies a max-over-time pooling operation over the feature map and takes the
maximum value ˆfeature = max{feature} as the feature corresponding to this particular filter.
The idea is to capture the most important feature, in this case, the one with the highest value for
each feature map. They do this for every filter and finally get the classification output using a
fully connected dense layer. Their major results included the state of the art results on several
benchmark datasets at the time, the MR: Movie reviews with one sentence per review dataset,
(Classification involves detecting positive/negative reviews) where it improves accuracy from 79.5
to 81.5, on the CR: Customer reviews of various products (cameras, MP3s, etc.), (Task is to
predict positive/negative reviews) where it improves from 87.8 to 88.1, on the MPQA: Opinion
polarity detection subtask of the MPQA dataset, where it improves from 87.2 to 89.6. How-
ever, the model had several problems, one of the most important of which was the fact that the
model did not explicitly capture the global information in the context of a particular word which
is fundamental to the text classification problem.
The above problem was addressed in the 2015 paper titled ”Recurrent convolutional neural
networks for text classification” [2], specifically this paper uses the basic RNN structure to de-
velop left and right context for every word, and along with the pre-trained word embedding for
that word uses a max-pooling layer across every dimension followed by a fully connected dense
layer to make the final prediction. This paper goes on to show improvements on the CNN-based
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model.
The input to the model is a document consisting of a number of wordsw1, ...wn and the output of
the model are the various classes. The major idea of the model is to develop a word representation
using the context of the word. The idea here is that context helps obtain a better meaning of a word.
In the paper, they use a bidirectional recurrent neural network for this purpose. They define the left
context and the right context using the following equations. The weight matrices wl, wr, wsr, wsl
are shared, that is they use the same matrices to calculate the context vectors at every step.
leftContexti = f(wl · leftContexti−1 + wsl ·wordEmbeddingi−1) (3.3)
rightContexti = f(wr · rightContexti+1 + wsr ·wordEmbeddingi+1) (3.4)
To see how the word representation is developed, look at the following example, let’s take the
sentence ”He was sitting on the bank of the river”, for the word ”bank” leftContext encodes the
semantics of the left-side context ”He was sitting on the” and rightContext encodes the semantics
of the right-side context ”of the river”. The representation of the word is implemented using the
equation shown below, which is the concatenation of the leftContext, the word embedding, and the
rightContext. In this manner, using contextual information, the model is able to perform better at
a lot of standard tasks.
wordRepresentationi = [leftContexti, wordEmbeddingi, rightContexti] (3.5)
After the representation for a word is obtained, a linear transformation together with the tanh
activation function as shown in the equation below is done and the result is sent to the next layer.
y = tanh(w ·wordRepresentationi + b). (3.6)
Finally, a max-pooling is done over every dimension and the max is chosen from the list of
all the values for that dimension by looking at the representation for every word and after that, a
classification layer is developed using a fully-connected dense layer. Finally, the softmax function
is applied to the final output in order to convert the output numbers into probabilities. The major
results of this paper are that it improves on the state of the art results on the following datasets:
On the 20Newsgroups dataset, it improves from 94.79 to 96.49, on the Fudan dataset, it improves
from 94.04 to 95.20, on the ACL Anthology Network dataset, it produces a comparable result to
the current state of the art. This is one of the models we use for our problem as well.
Another paper published in 2016 by Facebook-AI Research titled ”Bag of tricks for efficient
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text classification” [3] showed how a very simple model for text classification was at par in terms
of accuracy and many order of times faster for training and evaluation. This is the system that
works the best for us.
The model has a weight matrix that acts as a look-up table over the words. Subsequently, the
word representations are then averaged into a text representation, which is finally the input to the
linear classifier. The paper shows some variants where the use of a bag of n-grams as additional
features help them capture some partial information about the local word order and enables them to
achieve comparable results to methods that explicitly use the order. The major result of this paper
is that it improves on the training time while obtaining comparable accuracy for various datasets.
Another model we use in this thesis for classification is the one titled ”A Structured Self-
Attentive Sentence Embedding” [4], the idea in this paper is to use a 2D-Matrix to represent a
document, with each of the rows focusing on a different part of the document and finally using this
in order to do tasks like classification.
The model works as follows, for a document with n tokens, one can generate a 2D matrix
by concatenating the word embeddings one after the other, however, this would not capture the
contextual information. In order to gain some contextual information they use a bidirectional
LSTM to process the sentence. They obtain the hidden state ht by concatenating the hidden states
of the backward and forward portions of the bi-LSTM. Considering the size of hidden unit as u,
they get a matrix of size n times 2u as there are n tokens.
H = [h1, h2, · · · , hn] (3.7)
The next step is to achieve a fixed size embedding from this which is done using a linear com-
bination of the hidden vectors in H. For the purpose of calculating the linear combination they use
the self-attention mechanism. This mechanism works as follows, the input is the matrix H, and the
output is a vector of weights a calculated as follows:
a = softmax(ws2 · tanh(WS1 ·HT )) (3.8)
The matrix WS1 is a weight matrix of size d * 2u and ws2 is a vector of parameters with size d,
the d is a hyperparameter which they set. After applying the above equation they get an annotation
vector of size n. Finally, a representation m is developed for the input sentence by doing a weighted
average of the hidden states from weights obtained through the annotation vector. We can do a
classification through a fully-connected layer on the representation m thus developed. Now, this
only focuses one portion of the document, in order to focus on multiple segments all we have to do
is change ws2 from a vector to a matrix with the idea that each row focuses on a different portion
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of the document. Finally, we do a classification on the representation thus produced.
For the purpose of completeness we also show our results using an LSTM based classification
system, we use a fully connected dense layer from the final hidden state output. In the following
equation, h1 refers to the hidden state for the first word in the document and so on.
H = [h1, h2, · · · , hn] (3.9)
From the equation above we use a fully connected dense layer only on hn to classify outputs
into one of the classes.
Some of the recent models are very complex, ELMo [5] which was published by Allen Institute
for Artificial Intelligence is different from the standard word embeddings in the fact that it is a lin-
ear function of the input sentence. The ELMo representations are basically a function of all of the
internal layers of the BI-LM. They suggest this allows them to develop rich word representations
which help improve the results.




h LMi,j | j = 1, . . . , L}
= {hLMi,j | j = 0, . . . , L}, (3.10)
Here, hLMi,0 is the context-independent layer calculated with the help token embeddings or a




h LMk,j ], for each Bi-
LSTM layer. To use ELMO for a specific task the idea is to merge all layers into a single vector




staskj ∗ hLMk,j (3.11)
Some of their major results are the improvements on the Stanford Sentiment Tree-bank which
involves classifying a movie review into one of five labels (from very negative to very positive),
where they improve from 53.7 to 54.7 .
The most recent of the development in this domain is using BERT [6] which was released by
Google. The primary idea in BERT which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers is that it pre-trains representations by conditioning jointly on both left and right
context in all of its layers. This results in the pre-trained BERT representations being easy to fine
tune by adding just one additional output layer to create state of the art models for different types
of tasks, for example, question answering and natural language inference. BERT goes on to show
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improvement in results across a large number of areas in NLP. Specifically it improves on the
classification task of SST-2 from 93.2 to 94.9 which is of significant importance to us as we are
focused on the classification task.
Models have become significantly complex over the period of time and one can say they have
been incremental adjustments. For an instance, one of the initial models a CNN-based classifica-
tion system wasn’t able to capture global information due to its architecture, however, the RCNN
helped capture global information and was able to slightly improve on the results. Furthermore,
FastText proved that a simple architecture which was much faster is able to produce comparable
results. Finally, ELMo and BERT are very complex architectures that have been published re-
cently. On one hand, ELMo shows that using information from the various layers in its BI-LM
architecture to generate the embedding is very helpful to improve results, The BERT shows that
just a very simple fine-tuning procedure on top of its architecture can produce results comparable
to the state of the art models.
3.2 PRE-PROCESSING
The articles scraped using web scrapers generally tend to be noisy and it is necessary to pre-
process these articles. The paragraph below shows how a typical article that passes the Solr query
looks like. Upon manual inspection, we realize the need to do some necessary pre-processing
which is what we discuss in this section. We use spaCy [7] and beautiful soup1 for our pre-
processing steps. The things which require pre-processing have been highlighted.
Example 3.1. Typical article that passes the Solr query
SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car.\n Johannesburg - An at-
tempted hijacking, depicted in a video that s gone viral, ended in a dramatic chase
and shootout. \n\n ... (article continues)
The following are the pre-processing steps we go through:
• Correct contraction based errors that is change don t to don’t, that s to that’s and so
on.
Before pre-processing: An attempted hijacking, depicted in a video that s gone viral, ended
in a dramatic chase and shootout.
After pre-processing: An attempted hijacking, depicted in a video that’s gone viral, ended
in a dramatic chase and shootout.
1https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
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• In order to prevent our models from overfitting on named entities, we use special tokens
for named entities like person, organization, and location. For the purpose of named
entity replacements, we use spaCy [7] to find out whether a given token is a named en-
tity. Then we replace every person, organization and location tag with special symbols
like <person>for person, <org>for organization and <loc>for location.
Before pre-processing: SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car.\n Johan-
nesburg - An attempted hijacking, depicted in a video that s gone viral, ended in a dramatic
chase and shootout.
After pre-processing: SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car. \n <loc> -
An attempted hijacking, depicted in a video that s gone viral, ended in a dramatic chase and
shootout.
• Drop html tags and the next line symbol.
Before pre-processing: SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car.\n Johan-
nesburg
After pre-processing: SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car. Johannesburg
Here is an example of how it looks like after all the pre-processing steps.
Example 3.2. Article after pre-processing
SUPPLIED Police gear was found in the suspects’ car. <loc>- An attempted hi-
jacking, depicted in a video that’s gone viral, ended in a dramatic chase and shootout.
... (article continues)
3.3 OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES
As using text classification for this domain was a new problem, we tried various approaches and
experimented with a large number of combinations to ascertain the correct method and the correct
setup. Some of the approaches we used are shown below:
• Directly classifying an article as police shooting (police shooting happening anywhere in the
world)
• Using a hierarchical classification system which first classifies any article as shooting (police
shooting, someone shooting at police, etc.) and then uses a different classifier to classify
police shooting from the different types of shootings. In this setup, the second classifier
is only run on articles that are classified as shooting articles in the first layer. Also in this
approach, the definition of a police shooting is police shooting all across the world.
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• Directly classifying an article as police shooting in the US because of the idea that police
shootings in the US are covered differently by the media as compared to a place like India
and it might be easier to classify them directly.
It is also important to note that as each of these problems is different the training set had to be
annotated for each of the tasks separately and the rules used to annotate the data is described in the
appropriate sections along with the dataset details. I would also like to bring to your notice that the
focus of this project was always police shootings in the US, however, we thought it would be great
to be able to develop a classifier that can classify police shootings all across the world. In the first
two approaches, we conclude that it is indeed extremely difficult to develop a classifier to classify
police shootings all across the world because of the varying nature in which the respective news
sources of those countries presents them. In the third approach, we show our results on classifying
police shootings in the US and conclude that it is much easier to classify an article as a police
shooting in the US. This is the system we finally use to choose articles to be input to the next stage
in the process which is victim name extraction using event extraction.
3.4 APPROACH 1: DIRECTLY CLASSIFY AS POLICE SHOOTING
The definition of a police shooting can be very broad and tends to be reported in a different
context by news media in different countries. In a country like India, news media generally report
incidents where police attack a large crowd protesting as a police shooting, whereas in a country
like the United States, news media reports police using force on civilians not necessarily while
protesting. Moreover, the news media also captures the general tendencies of the police in that
country that is a typical police shooting in India is never about police shooting a civilian for things
like civilian approaching the police and the police shooting at the civilian because they thought
he was dangerous, but you can rather expect it to be about police attacking a large crowd that is
protesting.
Example 3.3. Example of a typical police shooting in India
Guwahati: The fate of Bikash Tigga hangs in balance. The 22-year old Adivasi was
shot in both legs when police opened fire to disperse a large group of Adivasis protest-
ing against the NDFB(S) killings at Dhekiajuli on December 24. Doctors who are
treating him at the Guwahati Medical College Hospital fear gangrene could claim
his right limb. Tigga is a student and also earns for the family as a daily laborer at
Monmohini Tea Estate in Sonitpur district. ... (article continues)
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Example 3.4. Example of a typical police shooting in the United States
... (article continues from before) Noor and his partner, Matthew Harrity, responded
to the alley behind Damond’s home after she called 911 to report a possible sexual
assault in that area. After hearing a slap on the back of their squad car, Damond
Ruszczyk approached the driver’s side window. Noor, sitting in the passenger seat,
pulled his gun and fired, hitting Damond through the open driver’s side window, ac-
cording to the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. ”If he’s acting outside of his train-
ing, then the level of justification is diminishing,” Choi said. ”If you get information
that says ’he did exactly what they told him to do’ then there is more justification.”
But if Freeman is going for a manslaughter charge, Kelly, the attorney representing
the officers, said it’s puzzling because those testifying do not know exactly what Noor
did that night. ”It would be hard to testify as to what Officer Noor did was consistent
or inconsistent with the training provided,” Kelly said. Neither officer’s body camera
was on at the time of the shooting, and Noor has refused to speak with investigators.
... (article continues)
In our initial attempts, we desired to develop a classifier that could capture all these types of
police shootings. In the next subsection, we first develop a dataset to be able to develop a classifier
for these types of articles and in the later subsections, we show experiments with several text
classification systems along with the general types of errors these systems make.
3.4.1 DATASET
The following is how we annotate our classification corpus. This task is fairly straightforward
and what we want to do is mark documents either 0 or 1 for the following questions:
1. Does the article mention police discharging their firearm at a civilian target?
• If yes, then 1 for this question
• If no, then 0
2. If the answer to the first question is yes, then is the shooting event taking place in the US?
• If yes, then 1 for this question
• If no, then 0
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Figure 3.2: Annotated Articles
If an article does not meet the criteria for a police shooting, we mark 0 for police shooting and
in the notes section, we explain in a few words why we think the article showed up in the initial
query. For example, an article could mention police responded to a shooting by a civilian, without
stating that the responding officers fired any shots. This would be a 0 for police shooting, and in
the notes, we state something like civilians shooting at each other, no mention of police shootings
/ police initiated deaths. We write notes for any article that results in 0 for the police shootings,
with the idea to understand 0’s better. The intentions are as follows one, identify the articles within
this search query that result in a 1 for police shooting and two, develop an ontology for the realm
of possible 0’s. An example of our annotation is shown in Figure 3.2 .
Dataset for classification of police shooting across the world




Table 3.1: Data statistics for police shooting classification across the world
Table 3.1 shows the dataset statistics that we have for directly classifying police shooting across
the world. The column which says number of relevant articles is the police shooting class. Fur-
thermore, the articles from 2015 to September 2017 form the train set, the articles from October
2017 to December 2017 form the validation set and the articles from 2018 form the test set. This
is a procedure we follow throughout the thesis.
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3.4.2 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS OVERVIEW
We experiment with a variety of text classification systems and multiple combinations of word-
embeddings. The text classification systems we primarily use include FastText [3], Self-Attention
[4], LSTM, and Recurrent Convolutional network [2] based classification system. As for the word
embeddings we experiment with GloVe word-embeddings [8] and FastText word-embeddings.
The mathematical formulas for the classifiers we use are mentioned in the background. In
the following subsections, we talk about the implementation details like hyper-parameters and
which models perform the best.
3.4.3 RESULTS OF THE BEST MODEL
The model that performs the best is where we retrain the FastText word-embedding using our
corpus and where we use the FastText classifier.
For re-training the FastText based word embeddings we experiment with a variety of hyper-
parameters and do a search for all the combinations in the following hyper-parameter space. The
hyper-parameters we tune are the following, we choose learning rate from 0.001, 0.005, 0.01
or 0.1, for the embedding size we test for 2 values 300, 600, we choose the number of epochs
from 25,30,40,50,60, we also set the minimum number of times a word must appear at 1,5 or 10.
By choosing all combinations we mean to say that we experiment with all possible combinations
4*2*5*3 = 120, that is for every option in the learning rate, we try every possible number of epochs
and every possible option for the embedding size and so on.
The final set of parameters we choose are the following, we choose learning rate as 0.005, the
embedding dimension as 300, the number of epochs as 50, and the minimum count for a word as
1.
For re-training the FastText based classification system we experiment with a variety of hyper-
parameters similar to above and do a search for all the combinations in the following hyper-
parameter space. We choose one of the 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1 as the learning rate, for the number
of epochs we choose from 25,30,40,50,60, the minimum number of times a word must be present
is chosen from 1,5 or 10.
The final set of parameters we choose are the following, we choose the learning rate 0.01, the
number of epochs is chosen at 50 and the minimum count for word is chosen as 1.
The final set of parameters we have chosen work well throughout this thesis and we use the same
set of parameters for all the approaches when we use the FastText based embedding with FastText
based classifier.
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The test set accuracy obtained was 81.7% and the recall for the positive class was 46.93%
while the precision was 65.7%, however, as we wish to keep the recall of the positive articles high,
we lower the classifier probability cutoff score to 0.2 to consider an article to be about a police
shooting. We use this idea of the cutoff score throughout this thesis as it helps us strike a sweet
spot in terms of f1-score which is a combination of both precision and recall, however, we keep
optimizing it using the validation set. Table 3.2 shows why we choose 0.2 as the cutoff and the
figure 3.3 shows the ROC curve when we vary the classifier probability score. This results in the
overall accuracy dropping to 79.8% for the test set, however, the recall for the positive class
improves from 46.93% to 71.42% although the precision drops from 65.7% to 58.33%. The
confusion matrix for the test set after factoring in the cutoff score is shown in Table 3.5 and the
recall/precision are shown in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.3: ROC curve at different classifier probability scores (we choose 0.2 as it hits the sweet-
spot in terms of f1-score)
3.4.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE OTHER MODELS
The other model that performs very close to the best model is using the pre-trained FastText
word embeddings with the FastText Classifier. We use the same set of hyper-parameters as
shown above for this classifier as they perform the best. Here we don’t retrain the word embed-
dings, so we don’t need to discuss the hyper-parameters with respect to the word-embeddings.




0.5 50% 65.81% 56.84%
0.35 54.54% 62.5% 58.24%
0.2 70.37% 57.57% 63.32%
0.15 77.77% 48.27% 59.56%
0.1 85.18% 40.00% 54.43%
Table 3.2: Precision/Recall Results on the police shooting class at different cutoff scores
Results
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding 81.7%
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding and reduced
cutoff
79.8%
Table 3.3: Accuracy results for the best model (FastText classifier with re-trained FastText embed-
ding)
while the precision was 61.3%. Lowering the classifier probability cutoff score from 0.5 to 0.2 for
an article to be considered a police shooting, the overall accuracy drops to 75.9% for the test set,
however, the recall increases to 65.3% while the precision drops to 52.45%. The confusion matrix
for the test set is shown in Table 3.7 and the recall/precision is shown in Table 3.6.
Furthermore, we also test a bunch of other classifiers like an LSTM based classifier, Self-
Attention, and RCNN, however, none of them come close to the accuracy of the FastText based
classifier. We test each classifier with both FastText based pre-trained word embedding and GloVe
based pre-trained word embedding. The results are shown in the tables. The results when we use
the pre-trained FastText embedding is shown in Table 3.8 and when we use the GloVe embedding
is shown in Table 3.9.
3.4.5 ERROR ANALYSIS: PRECISION
In this section, we talk about the errors our classifier makes in terms of precision, that is an
article that is chosen as a police shooting by the classifier even though it is not a police shooting.
Throughout this thesis, we use our validation set in order to do error analysis, from here on, we do
not explicitly state this fact, however, that is what we do.
Example 3.5. Example of precision errors made by the classifier




Police Shooting Class 71.42% 58.33% 64.21%
Table 3.4: Results on the police shooting class for the best model (FastText classifier with re-
trained FastText embedding) on the test set after reducing the cut-off score
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 35 14 49
Actual Not Shooting 25 117 142
Total 60 131
Table 3.5: Confusion matrix for the best model (FastText classifier with re-trained FastText em-
bedding) on the test set after considering the reduced cut-off
attack and a fatal shooting the following day of a policewoman. Police forensics
experts examine the scene where a female police officer was shot dead in Montrouge,
a southern suburb of Paris. (Photo: AFP/KENZO TRIBOUILLARD) PARIS: French
police said Friday (Jan 9) there was a ”connection” between a suspect identified in a
fatal policewoman shooting south of Paris and the brothers wanted for a massacre at
Charlie Hebdo magazine.
The article details a policewoman being shot even though there is no mention of police shooting
someone. This is one of the typical errors we see where a police officer is shot.
Example 3.6. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Several hundred people attended the vigil Wednesday at the Arcade-Victoria Park
where Quantavious ”Quan” Torbit was shot and killed after a fight on Sunday. Mem-
bers of Torbit’s family cried silently and wore t-shirts with the 17-year old’s photos
and Zacharia Olajawon Ashley, 17, was arrested Wednesday night after a stop the
violence vigil that followed the shooting death of another 17-year old Rock Hill youth.
Ashley is accused of shouting obscenities at Rock Hill police, then fleeing on foot
before being caught, police said. A relative of Quantavious ”Quan” Torbit says the
family is heartbroken that he was shot and killed at age 17 Sunday night. The incident
happened around the Arcade-Victoria Park and a Rock Hill police substation. Police




Police Shooting Class 65.30% 52.45% 58.17%
Table 3.6: Results on the police shooting class for the 2nd best model (FastText classifier with
pre-trained FastText embedding) on the test set
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 32 17 49
Actual Not Shooting 29 113 142
Total 61 130
Table 3.7: Confusion matrix for the 2nd best model(FastText Classifier with pre-trained FastText
word embeddings) on the test set
The article is about a citizen shot dead, although not by police, however, there is a sentence
where police and bullet occur together and that could be one of the reasons for the classifier to get
confused. This is also a part of a set of articles which get misclassified as a police shooting but
instead, they are just shootings without any mention of police response.
Example 3.7. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Courtesy: Lew Sterrett Jail in Dallas Texas woman shot, killed her husband because
he was beating family cat, police say June 03, 2018 10:05 AM A Dallas woman is
accused of fatally shooting her husband Saturday morning because he was beating
the family cat, police said... She admitted to shooting her husband, police said.
This is another type of an error that we see where the police are making statements or responding
to shootings as is the case in the above article.
Example 3.8. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Toronto Police Chief Mark Saunders revealed today that Duvel Hibbert, 23, of
Brampton, killed last week at Muzik Nightclub, was an intended target. TORONTO
Police Chief Mark Saunders confirmed this afternoon that a Brampton man and sus-
pected Malton street gang member shot and killed in last week’s double shooting at a
Toronto nightclub at Exhibition Place, was an intended target...
This article includes reports from the police chief on a civilian who was shot and killed. I
believe the presence of shot, killed and police must have triggered the classifier. There are some
more articles with this type of error as well.
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Results for Best Model
Test Accuracy
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding 81.7%
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding and reduced
cutoff
79.8%





Table 3.8: Classification accuracy results of the models with FastText embedding
Results for Best Model
Test Accuracy
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding 81.7%
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding and reduced
cutoff
79.8%





Table 3.9: Classification accuracy results of the models with GloVe embedding
3.4.6 ERROR ANALYSIS: RECALL
In this section, we talk about the errors our classifier makes in terms of recall, that is an article
that is incorrectly classified by the classifier as not a police shooting even though it is a police
shooting. The following are some of the examples:
Example 3.9. Example of recall errors made by the classifier
Police shot dead the two suspects in a gun battle after they opened fire on officers
with heavy weapons, and arrested a third man, while at the same time there were
several search operations being conducted in Brussels and its suburbs.
From my observation the classifier was missing out on articles that didn’t carry information
about the person shot dead, something like the name of the person, it instead used generic terms
like man. However, under the definition of a police shooting, this was indeed an article that should
get selected.
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Example 3.10. Example of recall errors made by the classifier
... Clay’s district includes Ferguson, where a white police officer shot an unarmed
teenager in 2014 and inspired nationwide protests over police treatment of African
Americans.
The article is primarily about a controversial painting depicting cops. However, at the end, it
mentions a civilian being shot by police which is quite clear but the article didn’t carry much
information about the victim and hence I think it is getting missed by the classifier.
Primarily, I feel articles that carry very little information about the civilian shot and articles that
mostly talk about some other event but mention a police shooting are the ones that our classifier
was missing out.
3.4.7 EDGE CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED
In this section, we discuss a few examples when the classifier works well while classifying edge
cases.
Example 3.11. Examples of edge cases being correctly classified
Vermont’s push for gun restrictions came after police said a teenager from Poultney
was planning to kill as many people possible at Fair Haven Union High School. The
teen was arrested and charged. Vermont’s Republican governor is set to sign the first
significant gun restrictions in the state’s history during a ceremony on Wednesday. ...
(article continues)
Lawyers for the family of a Connecticut attorney found fatally shot in the head in
a wrecked sport utility vehicle intend to challenge a judge’s ruling that would allow
a prosecutor to refuse to answer questions about how he determined there was no
evidence of a homicide. Gugsa Abraham ”Abe” Dabela was found dead in his wrecked
Mercedes a short distance from his home in Redding in April 2014. The medical
examiner ruled his death a suicide, and Danbury State’s Attorney Stephen Sedensky
III concluded there was no evidence to support the belief of Dabela’s relatives that
he was murdered. Dabela’s father sued Redding police over their handling of the
investigation of his death, saying authorities rushed to judgment that Dabela killed
himself. ... (article continues)
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The two examples above show that our classifier is successfully able to classify articles that
have police and shooting keywords in the same sentence sometimes. In the first example, the
word police and kill appear together in the first sentence, but we still classify this as a non-police
shooting article. Similarly, in the second example, we have words like death close to words like
police and even then we are successfully classifying this as a non-police shooting article.
Example 3.12. Example of an edge case being correctly classified
The mother of a teenage girl shot when a classmate opened fire inside their Mary-
land high school says she is brain dead and is being removed from life support.
Melissa Willey told news reporters Thursday night that her daughter, 16-year old Jae-
lynn Willey, has no life left in her. She said Jaelynn would be removed from life support
during the evening. The teen was shot Tuesday by 17-year old Austin Rollins at Great
Mills High School in St. Mary’s County. Rollins died after shooting Willey. A school
resource officer got there within a minute and fired a shot at Rollins, but it’s not yet
clear whether Rollins was killed by the officer’s bullet or took his own life.
This article is also an example of an edge case that is correctly classified as a police shooting.
The article primarily talks about Austin Rollins shooting his own classmates before being shot by
a school resource officer. I think this is a difficult case as the mention where the police kill Rollins
is very small and to be able to classify it properly shows the robustness of our system.
3.5 APPROACH 2: HIERARCHICAL SYSTEM TO CLASSIFY POLICE SHOOTINGS
Depending on the error analysis of the previous approach it became quite clear that the classifier
was unable to distinguish between the different types of shooting articles, for example when the
article deals with a shooting event but doesn’t mention a police response or the article deals with
people shooting at police, but no mention of police shooting back or when the article deals with
police responding to a shooting event, but no mention of police shooting back. These are the
various types of cases the classifier was finding difficulty in distinguishing and this section talks
about our efforts to develop a classifier that could distinguish between these types of shootings.
The approach we discuss in this section is a hierarchical classification system, where the first
layer classifies whether an article is any type of shooting event or not and the next layer classifies
between different types of shooting articles. I would like to bring to your notice that the second
layer classifier is only run on articles that are classified as shooting article in the first layer making
the structure of our system hierarchical.
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3.5.1 DATASET
The following is how we annotate our corpus for the hierarchical classifier. The idea is to look
at all of the negative articles from the dataset annotated for classifying a police shooting and mark
out the ones that deal with different types of shooting events that are not police shootings.
1. The following are the options the annotators need to choose from in order to re-classify the
negative articles from the dataset we previously annotated:
• Class 0: The article is irrelevant and does not deal with any kind of shooting event. This
includes articles that deal with police responding to a call where no shooting occurred
• Class 1: The article deals with a shooting event, but no mention of a police response or
a police statement
• Class 2: The article deals with people shooting at police, but no mention of police
shooting back
• Class 3: The article deals with police responding to a shooting event, but no mention
of police shooting back
The intention is to use this annotation scheme in order to develop a hierarchical classifier.
Table 3.10 shows the dataset statistics for the first layer of our hierarchical setup, this layer is
responsible for classifying any type of shooting which includes police-shooting someone, someone
shooting the police, people shooting each other and the police responding, etc. The irrelevant
article for this layer is an article that does not deal with any kind of shooting event.
Dataset for classification between shooting and non-shooting




Table 3.10: Dataset for classification between shooting and non-shooting articles
Table 3.11 shows the dataset statistics for our second layer classifier which is responsible for
classifying different types of shootings including police shootings which is the class 4 shown in
the table. One thing to note here is that the training set only includes articles that are at least some
type of shooting, what we wish to say here is that the second layer of our classifier is not trained
on an article completely irrelevant with respect to shooting.
Here is a description of the various classes.
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Dataset for classification of police shooting
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4
Train 40 43 245 250
Valid 11 9 47 52
Test 9 8 45 49
Table 3.11: Data statistics for different types of shooting classification
• Class 1: The article deals with a shooting event, but no mention of a police response or a
police statement.
• Class 2: The article deals with people shooting at police, but no mention of police shooting
back.
• Class 3: The article deals with police responding to a shooting event, but no mention of
police shooting back.
• Class 4: Police Shooting
Table 3.10 and 3.11 shows the dataset statistics that we have for the hierarchical classification
system. As mentioned previously, the articles from 2015 to September 2017 form the train set, the
articles from October 2017 to December 2017 form the validation set and the articles from 2018
form the test set.
3.5.2 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS OVERVIEW
Similar to our experiments with classifying police shooting across the world, we experiment
with a variety of text classification systems and multiple combinations of word-embeddings. Once
again, the text classification systems we use include FastText [3], Self-Attention [4], LSTM and
Recurrent Convolutional network [2] based classification system. For the word embeddings, we
experiment with GloVe word-embeddings and FastText word-embeddings. I would again like
to mention that the mathematical formulas for the classifiers we use are mentioned in the
background. In the next few sections, we discuss the results of these classifiers.
3.5.3 RESULTS OF THE BEST MODEL FOR LAYER 1
For the 1st layer in our hierarchical classifier which classifies whether an article is a shoot-
ing event or not, the model that again performs the best is where we retrain the FastText word-
embedding and use the FastText classifier. The accuracy over the test set was 78.6% and the
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recall for the positive class was 69.36% while the precision was 90.58%. Similar to the the previ-
ous section, in order to increase the recall of our system we reduce the classifier probability cutoff
score for an article to be considered as a shooting article to 0.2 using our validation set and the
recall for the positive class increases to 89.18%. Furthermore, the accuracy also increases to
83.76%, however, the precision goes down to 83.89%.
Table 3.12 shows the confusion matrix for the best model (FastText classifier with re-trained
FastText embeddings) after considering the cutoff score.
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 99 12 111
Actual Not Shooting 19 61 80
Total 118 73
Table 3.12: Confusion matrix for the FastText Model with re-trained FastText embeddings and
reduced cutoff
3.5.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE OTHER MODELS
Just like the previous section the other models are much worse as compared to using retrained
FastText embedding with FastText classifier. The results for the different classifiers with pre-
trained FastText embedding is shown in Table 3.13 and the results for the different classifiers with
GloVe embedding is shown in Table 3.14.
Results for Best Model
Test Accuracy
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding 78.6%
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding and cut-off
score
81.32%






Table 3.13: Classification accuracy results of the models with FastText embedding
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Results for Best Model
Test Accuracy
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding 78.6%
FastText with re-trained FastText embedding and cut-off
score
81.32%





Table 3.14: Classification accuracy results of the models with GloVe embedding
3.5.5 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LAYER 1: PRECISION
In this error analysis, we walk through some examples where the classifier incorrectly labels
some article as a shooting article even though it is not a shooting article (Shooting in this context
refers to any type of shooting). The following are some of the examples:
Example 3.13. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Police: Maryland student threatened to shoot campus officers. A University of Mary-
land student is accused of threatening to shoot campus police officers. News outlets
report University of Maryland police arrested 21-year old Ryan Matthew Sulkowski,
of Baltimore, on Sunday. He was charged with threatening mass violence and dis-
turbing school operations. Police said in a release that they had received a report of
Sulkowski speaking about applying for a firearms permit, having access to firearms,
and shooting officers at the College Park campus. Sulkowski’s lawyer, Gary Bernstein,
says the accusations stem from a roommate dispute. ... (articles continues)
The article talks about a student who makes threats of shooting police officers, however, this
article doesn’t talk about any type of shooting, from my analysis of the article I feel it is getting
misclassified because it talks about a potential shooting in the context of police officers.
Example 3.14. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Rep. Steve King personally attacked Parkland survivor Emma Gonzalez. Controver-
sial congressman Steve King responded to hundreds of thousands of people marching
in the streets against gun violence by mocking the Parkland survivors still mourning
the deaths of their classmates. The western Iowa Republican’s team spent its Sunday
insulting those involved with March for our Lives. ... (article continues)
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Although this article is not about a shooting event in our domain it still talks about harassment,
a shooting survivor had to face. Moreover, the article also has terms like gun violence which is
why I believe the article is getting misclassified as a shooting article.
3.5.6 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LAYER 1: RECALL
It is also important to talk about the type of shooting articles that our shooting classifier is
missing out on. Here are a few examples:
Example 3.15. Example of recall errors made by the classifier
MIAMI The man who stormed President Donald Trump’s Miami-area golf resort last
week has been moved from a hospital to a Florida jail. Miami-Dade County jail
records show 42-year old Jonathan Oddi of Doral was booked Sunday evening while
still wearing what appeared to be a hospital gown. Police say Oddi stormed the lobby
of the Trump National Doral Golf Club early Friday carrying an American flag and
shouting about the president. According to police, he fired at a chandelier before ex-
changing gunfire with officers, who shot him in the legs and took him into custody.
Oddi was held without bond on charges of second-degree attempted murder, aggra-
vated assault with a firearm, burglary with assault, criminal mischief, grand theft and
falsely pulling a fire alarm.
I think the classifier is unable to classify this as a shooting article because it primarily talks about
the arrest of a man who attacked President Donald Trump’s Miami gold resort. Although there is
clear mention of police shooting and injuring the man, that is not the primary focus of the article
and that could be the reason the classifier is not able to capture this as a shooting article.
Example 3.16. Example of recall errors made by the classifier
Anthony Kennedy, the retiring Supreme Court justice, may have been appointed by a
Republican president, but his opinions over the last three decades have been challeng-
ing to pigeonhole from a partisan perspective. Kennedy has been a key even swing vote
on high-profile issues including gay rights, abortion, affirmative action and campaign
finance. Here is a sampling of some of his most notable opinions: OBERGEFELL v.
HODGES (2015) In a landmark gay marriage decision, Kennedy wrote for a sharply
divided court that same sex couples have the right to marry anywhere in the United
States. The seminal ruling, which prompted cheers and dancing outside the court-
house, meant that individual states could not enforce bans on same sex marriage. It
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also held that the Constitution’s promises of due process and equal protection guaran-
teed the right of gay couples to marry without legal barrier. ... A white police officer
was charged Wednesday with homicide in the death of an unarmed black teenager
who was shot in the back while fleeing a traffic stop, a shooting that has fueled daily
protests around Pittsburgh. ... (article continues)
I think the reason this article is not getting classified as a shooting article is that it talks about a
large number of memorable cases related to Anthony Kennedy, the retiring Supreme Court justice,
one of which happens to be about the police shooting of a black teenager and although there is
clear mention of police shooting the teenager, I think the classifier misclassified the article as it











True Class 1 3 0 2 4 9
True Class 2 0 3 1 4 8
True Class 3 0 0 32 13 45
True Class 4 0 0 13 36 49
Total (Predicted) 3 2 48 57
Table 3.15: Confusion matrix for our model assuming a 100% classification accuracy from layer 1
3.5.7 RESULTS FOR LAYER 2
In this layer of our hierarchical architecture, the classifier is responsible for distinguishing be-
tween different types of shooting, the training for this layer is done only on articles that are at least
some type of shooting, more importantly, the training set for this layer doesn’t include any article
that is completely irrelevant with respect to any type of shooting. We test our results on the setup
that had worked well in the previous sections that is retraining FastText word-embedding and
using the FastText classifier. We show our results in two ways, first, assuming a 100% accuracy
from layer 1 and second, we show how the hierarchical setup works where we run the second layer
only on those articles that are classified as a shooting article in the first layer.
Assuming a 100% accuracy from the first layer, the accuracy for the second layer over the test
set was 66.6% and the recall for the police shooting class (Class 4) was 73.46% while the
precision was 63.15%. Table 3.15 shows the confusion matrix on the test set for the second layer
when we assume a 100% accuracy in the first layer. The test set here refers to only shooting articles
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and the accuracy numbers shown above are individually for the second layer, they don’t take the
first layer into consideration.
Second, we show how our hierarchical setup works that is when we don’t assume the accuracy
of the first layer as 100%. The way the hierarchical system works is that the second layer classifier
is only run on articles that get classified as a shooting article by the first layer. The idea for such
a setup came up because of the fact that it was extremely difficult to directly classify an article as
a police shooting as shown in the previous section and we thought it was easier for a classifier to
first classify an article as a shooting article and in the second layer distinguish between different
shootings.
The accuracy of the entire setup that is the hierarchical system where we run the second layer
classifier only on articles that are classified as shooting articles in the first layer was 69.21% and
the recall for the police shooting class (Class 4) was 71.42% while the precision was 54.68%.
Table 3.16 shows the confusion matrix for our model with the hierarchical setup. The description














True Class 0 61 0 0 9 10 80
True Class 1 2 3 0 1 3 9
True Class 2 0 0 3 1 4 8
True Class 3 6 0 0 27 12 45
True Class 4 4 0 0 10 35 49
Total (Predicted) 73 3 3 48 64
Table 3.16: Confusion matrix for our hierarchical model where we run the second layer classifier
only on articles that are classified as a shooting article in the first layer
Upon comparison with the previous approach where we directly classify an article as a police
shooting in the context of the whole world, we observe that the recall stays the same at 71.42%,
however, the precision for our hierarchical setup is lower at 54.68% as compared to 58.33%
2
• Class 0: The article is irrelevant and does not deal with any kind of shooting event.
• Class 1: The article deals with a shooting event, but no mention of a police response or a police statement
• Class 2: The article deals with people shooting at police, but no mention of police shooting back
• Class 3: The article deals with police responding to a shooting, but no mention of police shooting back
• Class 4: Police Shooting
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Precision/Recall Results (Police Shooting Class)
Recall Precision F1-score
Single layer classification 71.42% 58.33% 64.21%
Hierarchical classification 71.42% 54.68% 61.93%
Table 3.17: Comparison of the precision/recall results for the police shooting class for the two
approaches
in the previous approach. The comparison of the results of the two approaches is shown in Table
3.17. I think the reason for a poorer performance of the hierarchical setup is the fact that some
articles that are not about any type of shooting pass through the first layer and they are the ones
getting classified as a police shooting article in the second layer. The second layer is not trained
on how to handle articles that are not about any type of shooting and that makes it classify some
articles in the police shooting class although with low probability.
3.5.8 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LAYER 2: RECALL
It is very important to analyze police shooting articles that are getting classified as something
else by our classifier and in this section, we show a few examples that our classifier is unable to
classify as a police shooting.
Example 3.17. Example of recall errors made by the second layer classifier
A French police officer who offered himself up to an Islamic extremist gunman in
exchange for a hostage has died, raising the death toll in the attack in southern France
to four. He was honored Saturday as a national hero of exceptional courage and
selflessness. Lieutenant colonel Arnaud Beltrame, 44, was among the first officers
to respond to the attack Friday on the supermarket in the French town of Trebes.
Beltrame, who joined the elite police special forces in 2003 and served in Iraq in
2005, had organized a training session in the Aude region in December for just such a
hostage situation. At the time, he armed his officers with paintball guns, according to
the Depeche du Midi newspaper. We want to be as close to real conditions as possible,
he said then. But when he went inside the supermarket Friday, he gave up his own
weapon and volunteered himself in exchange for a female hostage. Unbeknownst to
the Morocco-born hostage-taker, he left his cellphone on so police outside could hear
what was happening in the store. They stormed the building when they heard gunshots,
officials said. Beltrame was fatally wounded. In addition to the four people killed
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by the gunman in his rampage Friday, the attacker was killed by police. ...(article
continues)
This article is getting classified as police responding to a shooting which is not entirely incorrect.
We believe the reason the article above is not being classified as a police shooting is that it is
primarily about a hostage situation and the courage of a police officer in response to the situation.
Although, the article mentions police killing the attacker towards the end, this is difficult for the
classifier to classify as police shooting and the article getting classified as police responding to a
shooting is not entirely incorrect. What we learn from this example is that the classifier probably
needs to focus more on sentences where police kills/shoots someone.
Example 3.18. Example of recall errors made by the second layer classifier
The Federal Special Anti-Robbery Squad of the Imo State Police Command has
killed three suspected kidnappers in the state. Operatives of FSARS, who engaged the
alleged kidnap kingpins in a gun battle in one of their hideouts at Atta, in the Njaba
Local Government Area of the state on Saturday, also apprehended three others. The
state Police Public Relations Officer, Andrew Enwerem, who addressed journalists
when the corpses of the slain suspects were brought to the command headquarters in
Owerri, the state capital, said the gang was the most dreaded after the reign of late
kingpin, Henry Nwabueze, aka Vampire. ...(article continues)
Another regular feature of articles that are about police shootings but are classified as something
else are articles where the information like the names of victims of a police shooting is not present
in the article. The above is a typical example of that case.
3.5.9 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LAYER 2: PRECISION
Analyzing the confusion matrix shown in Table 3.16, we realize a lot of articles that deal with
police responding to a shooting (Class 3) are getting classified as police shooting. The following
are some examples.
Example 3.19. Example of precision errors made by the second layer classifier
A Dallas woman is accused of fatally shooting her husband Saturday morning be-
cause he was beating the family cat, police said. Police identified the suspect as Mary
Harrison, 47, who remained in custody Sunday in the Lew Sterrett Justice Center in
lieu of $100,000 bail. Harrison faces a charge of murder, according to jail records.
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She is accused of killing her husband, Dexter Harrison, 49, who died Saturday at
Presbyterian Hospital. When officers arrived, Mary Harrison met with police and told
them she and her husband had been arguing. He also had been beating the family’s
cat, police said. She was taken to Dallas police headquarters where she voluntarily
waived her rights and agreed to speak to detectives. She admitted to shooting her
husband, police said. Neighbors told KTVT-TV the cat recently went missing. Mary
Harrison posted signs and the cat eventually was returned. ... (article continues)
In my opinion, it is getting classified as a police shooting because of the fact that the terms like
fatally shooting and police appear in the article. I think the classifier is picking up on these words
and classifying it as a police shooting. This makes me feel that the classifier is finding difficulty
between distinguishing police shooting from police responding to a shooting.
Example 3.20. Example of precision errors made by the second layer classifier
Jacob Megrant, 19, is charged in connection with the shooting death of a Lockport
man. Will County sheriff’s office has said that a 19-year old Joliet man is being held
on $2 million bail in connection with the shooting death of a Lockport man. Jacob
Megrant, of the 6800 block of Hadrian Drive, is charged with armed violence, drug
possession, unlawful possession of a firearm by a gang member, unlawful use of a
weapon and obstruction of justice in Tuesday’s death of Alexander Perez. ... (article
continues)
This is another article which is getting classified as a police shooting. From my analysis, I feel
if shooting based death and police appear in the same article it results in the classifier thinking of
it as a police shooting article sometimes.
3.6 APPROACH 3: DIRECTLY CLASSIFY AS POLICE SHOOTING IN THE US
Based on the analysis of our two previous approaches at classifying articles that are police
shootings all across the world, we conclude that it is very difficult to classify police shooting
articles in the context of the whole world under a single classifier. In this section, we shift our
focus on classifying police shootings only in the US which was the focus of our project from
the start, but we tried the first two approaches thinking it would be useful to be able to classify
police shootings all across the world. In the following sections, we discuss how we developed the
dataset for this task and show how our models perform when we restrict our scope to classifying a
police shooting in the US. As mentioned before, I would like to bring to your notice that this is the
classifier we eventually use in order to filter articles to be input into the event extraction pipeline.
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3.6.1 DATASET
We use the annotations provided with the dataset in our first approach as it also had a column
stating if the shooting happened in the US. So for this section, we didn’t have to re-annotate the
corpus again.
The dataset statistics for classifying police shootings in the US are shown in Table 3.18.
Dataset for classification of police shooting only in the US




Table 3.18: Dataset statistics for police shooting classification only in the US
3.6.2 RESULTS
We use the model that performed the best in the previous approaches that is retraining the Fast-
Text word-embedding and using the FastText classifier. Similar to the previous approaches, we
lower the classifier probability cutoff scores, but in this case, we change it for the positive class
from 0.5 to 0.35. We obtain this score using our validation set.
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 25 6 31
Actual Not Shooting 13 147 160
Total 38 153
Table 3.19: Confusion matrix for the test set (relevant article is police shooting in the US) using
direct classification approach when the training is done using police shootings only in the US
The accuracy over the test set after factoring in the cutoff score was 90.05% and the recall for
the police shooting in US class was 80.6% while the precision was 65.6%. Table 3.19 shows
the confusion matrix for the test set when we use only police shootings in the US to train the data.
3.6.3 COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH PREVIOUS APPROACHES
Table 3.20 shows the confusion matrix for the test set when we use police shootings across the
world to train the data. When we directly (not hierarchical) try to classify police shooting in the
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Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 25 6 31
Actual Not Shooting 18 142 160
Total 43 148
Table 3.20: Confusion matrix for the test set (relevant article is police shooting in the US) using
direct classification approach when the training is done using police shootings across the world
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 25 6 31
Actual Not Shooting 20 140 160
Total 45 146
Table 3.21: Confusion matrix for the hierarchical classification approach when the training is done
using police shootings across the world
US through a classifier trained using police shooting all across the world, the test set accuracy after
considering the cutoff score was 87.4% and the recall for the police shooting in US class was
80.6% while the precision was 58.1%. An interesting thing to notice over here was that the cutoff
score for the probability of the positive class worked best at 0.35 as compared to 0.2 (when the
test set was police shooting across the world), this leads me to conclude that even for the previous
classifiers, articles about police shooting in the US are assigned a higher probability score for the
positive class. For the hierarchical setup, where the training data is again police shooting across
the world. The test set accuracy was 86.38% and the recall for the police shooting in US class
was 80.6% while the precision was 55.55%. Table 3.21 shows the confusion matrix for the
hierarchical setup when the training is done using police shooting all across the world. I would
like to again mention that the test set used in these cases is where the relevant article is a police
shooting only in the US. Table 3.22 shows the comparison of the three approaches on the test set.
3.6.4 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE POLICE SHOOTING IN US CLASSIFIER: PRECISION
As no system is 100% correct, our classifier also makes some errors. In the following para-
graphs, we discuss some of the precision errors our classifier makes, that is classifying an article
that is not about police shooting as an article about police shooting. I was expecting articles that
are about police shooting in other countries to be classified as police shooting in the US but that
was not the case as shown by the examples below.
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(Training data is police
shooting across the world)
87.4% 80.6% 58.1% 67.52%
Hierarchical classification
(Training data is police
shooting across the world)
86.38% 80.6% 55.55% 65.77%
Single layer classification
(Training data is police
shooting in the US)
90.05% 80.6% 65.6% 72.33%
Table 3.22: Comparison of the overall accuracy and precision/recall results for the police shooting
in US class for the three approaches when the positive class in test set is police shooting in US
Example 3.21. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
Smh: Chicago Cop Is Caught In Viral Video Saying I Kill Motherf*kers The truth
continues to come out. Source: David McNew / Getty One Chicago police officer
showed his true colors when he was caught harassing two guys on video last Wednes-
day. There’s little details on how the incident started, but basically two guys and an
officer have a confrontation, and the cop in the squad car says I kill motherf*ckers.
The officer was then asked by one of the guys if he attempted to run them over with
his car. The officer eventually threatens to arrest the guy recording for walking in the
street and later the cop even gets out the car and follows the two guys, saying that
their recording is illegal.
The above is an article where a cop talks about killing civilians and although he doesn’t explicitly
kill anyone, I guess the classifier gets confused and ends up thinking of this as an article where the
police kill someone.
Example 3.22. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
EIGHT hours after a businesswoman was ambushed by unidentified assailants in
Duljo-Fatima, a 40-year old man was killed by an unknown gunman in Sitio Looban,Villagonzalo
2, Barangay Tejero, Cebu City at 3 a.m., Aug. 25. The victim was identified as Rodilo
Fornoles who was found lying lifeless in a small alley in the area. Initial investigation
by the Waterfront Police revealed that the victim was chased by the gunman who shot
him several times. The police have yet to determine the motive behind the incident.
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I think the reason for the above article being classified as a police shooting is because of the fact
that the article contains words like gunman and shot in the same sentence as police and I think this
is confusing the classifier.
3.6.5 ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE POLICE SHOOTING IN US CLASSIFIER: RECALL
The classifier that is responsible for classifying police shooting only in the US is not perfect and
makes some errors. In this section, we discuss the articles that are police shooting articles but are
classified otherwise by our classifier. The following is an example of such an article.
Example 3.23. Example of recall errors made by the classifier
Explosion at industrial building in Minneapolis; injuries reported Fire and emergency
medical personnel are on the scene. ...(article continues)... An explosion and fire has
injured two people at a manufacturer in southeast Minneapolis. A shooter opened fire
inside a Wisconsin software company on Wednesday, wounding three people before
responding officers fatally shot the assailant as workers ran from the office building
or hid inside, according to police and witnesses. Stearns County sheriff will release
thousands of pages pertaining to the 1989 abduction and murder. Fire and emergency
medical personnel are on the scene.
Just like the error analysis of previous approaches, articles that primarily talk about something
else but have a small mention of shooting are not getting classified as a police shooting article as
is the case above, the article here is about an explosion at an industrial building but has a small
mention at the end. Furthermore, it has no information about the victim of the police shooting.
3.6.6 EDGE CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED
In the previous sections, we discussed the classification errors our system makes. The following
are a few examples of how well our classifier works on edge cases.
Example 3.24. Example of an edge case being correctly classified
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) - One of three bikers indicted Wednesday on murder
charges stemming from a chaotic 2015 shooting outside a Texas restaurant is accused
of killing a man who was also shot twice by police, according to ballistics evidence
reviewed by The Associated Press. The indictments against Glenn Walker and two
fellow members of the Bandidos motorcycle club mark the first murder charges filed in
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connection to the melee that left nine bikers dead, 20 wounded and nearly 200 arrested
outside a Twin Peaks restaurant in Waco. Investigators say the shooting was sparked
by rivalries between the Bandidos and Cossacks motorcycle clubs ahead of a biker
meeting. Waco police monitoring the gathering said officers opened fire after fights
and gunfire broke out in the parking lot. Walker is accused of fatally shooting Richard
Kirschner, a Cossacks member. An autopsy report shows he was shot three times: once
in the buttocks with a pistol and twice with a rifle in the right thigh and left knee. A
pistol registered to Walker and a bullet it fired were recovered from the back of a police
vehicle at the scene, according to the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives. Kirschner’s rifle wounds were traced to a Waco SWAT officer’s .
This article is an example of how well our system performs. The article is primarily about
a chaotic shooting which involves two biker gangs along with police and even though the biker
gangs are shown as shooting each other in the article and the article mentions only briefly about
the police shooting at civilians we are able to classify this article as a police shooting article.
Example 3.25. Example of an edge case being correctly classified
A man was shot and killed in New Smyrna Beach overnight, police said. Responding to
reports of a shooting, police found Andre Overstreet, 40, laying on the front porch of a
house at 1100 Julia St. around 11:30 p.m. Monday. He was unresponsive an appeared
to be suffering from a single gunshot wound to the head, New Smyrna Beach Police
spokesman Shane Riggle said. Mr. Overstreet was transported to Florida Hospital by
EVAC.
This is also a good example of how well our system works and even though police and shooting
keywords appear in the same sentence, we are able to classify this article as a non-police shooting
article.
3.7 TEXT CLASSIFICATION WITH DATA AUGMENTATION
The domain of machine learning especially computer vision, regularly uses data augmentation
to deal with class imbalance or less amount of data. Data augmentation generally uses the training
examples present in a dataset and adds news examples by making small transformations. For
example, rotating or flipping the image, doesn’t change the meaning of the image in the context
of classification. With textual data, doing something simple like changing the word order would
change the meaning of the sentence and hence, we need to use slightly different approaches. This
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section talks about the various approaches we use in the context of our problem. Furthermore, we
show how our models perform after data augmentation.
As we manually annotated the datasets for our tasks, it was very difficult to obtain a large
amount of training data and it was extremely necessary to think of some data augmentation based
approach. The following sections describe the manner in which we augment more examples to our
dataset.
3.7.1 DATA AUGMENTATION APPROACH 1: KEYWORD BASED ADDITIONS
In order to generate more examples of the police shooting in US class, we manually go through
each article we annotated as a police shooting in the US and pick out sentences that are individually
enough to conclude the article was about a police shooting. The idea was to make the classifier
learn to pick up these sentences. Using this technique we generate about 827 sentences from the
training set of our police shooting in US classifier (data shown in Table 3.18). We add each of
these sentences as an individual example for the police shooting class. The following are a few
examples.
Example 3.26. Positive samples of keyword based data augmentation for the police shooting
in US class
• The killing triggered protests last week similar to those seen in the nearby suburb of Fergu-
son after the police shooting of black, unarmed teenager Michael Brown a year ago.
• The Ferguson Police Department, Ellis said, contacted Alternative Ballistics in Poway just a
few weeks after Officer Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown, an unarmed 18-year
old African American man.
Furthermore, in order to generate the negative examples, we go through each negative article
in the dataset that is articles in the training set that are not police shootings in the US and pick
sentences which have both police and gun/shooting keyword from these articles. We add 3044
negative examples using this idea to our dataset. Here are a few examples.
Example 3.27. Negative samples of keyword based data augmentation for the police shooting
in US
• He was found by police on the kitchen floor of unit C16 in Kodzoff Acres Mobile Home Park
with a gunshot wound to the back of his neck and head, Branson said in his report.
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• Witness Tiffany Marie Albertson told a Juneau Police Department detective that she was
standing just a few feet away from her friend Brandon C. Cook when he was shot Tuesday
night, allegedly by a man hired to help renovate her new trailer in Kodzoff Acres Mobile
Home Park.
• If confirmed, the state’s police force has said it would be the first time it had discovered
3D-printed firearm components in a home
• We are aware there are several illegal firearms on the streets and we are asking the public
to come forward and assist us in removing these firearms which are being used to kill, maim
and instill fear in law abiding citizens, the top cop said.
3.7.2 RESULTS
The model that we use is the same as before that is retraining the FastText word-embedding
and using the FastText classifier. Similar to the previous approaches, we lower the probability
cutoff scores, however, in this case, we change it for the positive class from 0.5 to 0.35 by testing
at different scores on our validation set.
The accuracy over the test set after factoring in the cutoff score was 92.41% and the recall
for the police shooting in US class was 80.6% while the precision was 73.5% which improves
from 65.6% without data augmentation. The f1-score calculated using precision and recall
is 76.88%. Table 3.23 shows the confusion matrix for the test set using data augmentation for
training.
Confusion matrix
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 25 6 31
Actual Not Shooting 9 151 160
Total 34 157
Table 3.23: Confusion matrix for our model when the training is done using police shootings only
in US and we also do data augmentation
3.7.3 DATA AUGMENTATION APPROACH 2: LANGUAGE MODEL
Another approach we use in order to generate more examples is developing a language model
for both negative and positive examples. The language model for both the positive and negative
examples is trained using the data we augmented in the data augmentation approach mentioned
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in section 3.7.1. That is for the language model that generates positive examples, the training set
is 827 sentences that were added as positive examples in the approach mentioned in section 3.7.1
and for the language model that generates negative examples, the training set is 3044 sentences
that were added as negative examples in the data augmentation approach shown in section 3.7.1.
The following are a few examples.
Example 3.28. Examples of positive samples added to the dataset
High quality sample: A man suspected of killing a state trooper in December was
shot dead by police.
Low quality sample: The officer fired back, striking the shooting of a black man at his
car in the shooting death of a black man.
Example 3.29. Examples of negative samples added to the dataset
High quality sample: The police officer was shot in the shooting.
Low quality sample: The officer was shot in the thigh and he and occurred victims in
three days of police that he killed his way it.
I would like to mention that the ratio of good quality to bad quality sentences is very low, and we
get one good sentence for every 10-11 sentences we generate.
For this case, we add both the samples generated in section 3.7.1 and the samples generated
by our language model. We add 1654 positive and 4000 negative examples generated by our
language models in addition to the 827 positive and 3044 negative examples obtained from the
previous section.
3.7.4 RESULTS
Similar to the previous sections the model that we use is retraining the FastText word-embedding
and using the FastText classifier. We again lower the classifier probability cutoff scores for the
positive class from 0.5 to 0.35 by testing at different cutoff scores on our validation set.
The accuracy over the test set after factoring in the cutoff score was 92.67% and the recall for
the police shooting in US class was 77.41% while the precision was 77.41% with the f1-score
at 77.41%. Table 3.24 shows the confusion matrix for the test set using data augmentation via
language models.
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Confusion matrix for the best model
Predicted Shooting Predicted Not Shooting Total
Actual Shooting 24 7 31
Actual Not Shooting 7 153 160
Total 31 160
Table 3.24: Confusion matrix for the best model when the training is done using police shootings
only in US and we also do data augmentation via language models
3.7.5 ERROR ANALYSIS AFTER DATA AUGMENTATION: PRECISION
As the results for the recall don’t change even with data augmentation, we conclude that the
data augmentation task is unable to improve the recall of our classifier. In this section, we only
talk about the precision based errors our classifier makes even after data augmentation.
Example 3.30. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
A man has been repeatedly shot at a Melbourne tattoo parlor after a fight broke out,
police say. Two masked gunmen who shot a man multiple times in a busy Melbourne
tattoo parlor may be linked with outlaw bikie gangs. The victim, a 35-year old man,
was a customer at Hampton Park’s Nitro Ink tattoo shop when he was gunned down
by the men on Thursday afternoon. ”We believe the victim, who suffered the gunshot
wounds, was targeted and he was there as a customer,” Inspector Mick Daly told
reporters at the scene. Six other people were in the shop at the time and stray bullets
sprayed neighboring properties, the senior officer confirmed. ... (article continues)
Similar to errors in the previous approaches the classifier still gets confused when the term police
appears in the context of shooting words, as is the case in this article.
Example 3.31. Example of precision errors made by the classifier
The commission investigating the Florida high school massacre appeared split on
whether a police officer should be assigned to every public school in the state or
should some be protected by armed security guards and staff members. The Marjory
Stoneman Douglas Public Safety Commission learned at its monthly meeting that it
would cost about $400 million annually to place at least one police officer at the
state’s approximately 4,000 public schools. Currently, there are about 1,350 officers
assigned to the state’s schools, with some schools having two or more. Because of the
Feb. 14 shooting at Stoneman Douglas that left 17 dead, the state now requires every
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school have armed protection but can choose between police, also known as school
resource officers, security guards and trained non-teaching staff members.
Although the article is about a commission investigating a shooting at a school, I think the article
gets misclassified as police shooting for the same reasons as the article before, that is police and
shooting based deaths appear in the same sentence.
3.7.6 EDGE CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED
Although the classifier gets confused at times when the article uses police in the context of
shooting terms. Here is an example of a case that was previously misclassified as a police shooting
which gets correctly classified as not a police shooting with the help of data augmentation. This
example is shown as an error in example 3.22
Example 3.32. Example of an edge case being correctly classified
EIGHT hours after a businesswoman was ambushed by unidentified assailants in
Duljo-Fatima, a 40-year old man was killed by an unknown gunman in Sitio Looban,Villagonzalo
2, Barangay Tejero, Cebu City at 3 a.m., Aug. 25. The victim was identified as Rodilo
Fornoles who was found lying lifeless in a small alley in the area. Initial investigation
by the Waterfront Police revealed that the victim was chased by the gunman who shot
him several times. The police have yet to determine the motive behind the incident.
3.8 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we show how multiple deep learning based text classification systems perform
in the domain of police shootings. Through our experiments, we conclude it is extremely difficult
to develop a classifier that could classify an article about police shooting that takes place anywhere
in the world especially because of the varying nature in which the media reports them in different
countries. We then shift our focus to classifying police shootings only in the US and perform
reasonably well. Furthermore, we introduce multiple data augmentation based approaches for our
domain which increase the precision of our systems significantly.
In conclusion, we can say that the deep learning based text classification can work reasonably
well in the domain of police shootings in the US. Now that we have a classification system that
works well, we move on to victim name extraction via event extraction in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: EXTRACTION OF POLICE SHOOTING EVENTS
Information Extraction is primarily the task of automatically extracting structured information
from unstructured documents. One of the sub-parts of information extraction is event extraction
which is the important task of figuring out event triggers with specific types and their arguments.
There are many ways to tackle the problem of event extraction, and we test a number of off-the-
shelf models available and use a set of hand-written rules to extract events of our relevance along
with the important information like names of the participants involved which in our case would be
victims of police shootings.
Figure 4.1: This chapter focuses on the event extraction step
4.1 BACKGROUND
The introduction of deep-learning in the domain of event extraction has led to significant im-
provements in the results of the various segments of the event extraction process. Prior to the use
of deep-learning in event extraction, a large number of models were being used which had a se-
quential pipeline and the errors got propagated in the system. One of the earlier models to identify
and solve the problem was the ”Joint Event Extraction via Structured Prediction with Global Fea-
tures” [9], they tried jointly extracting events along with the argument relations and were able to
improve results of both the parts.
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The model they used is a structured perceptron with beam search to jointly extract triggers and
arguments that co-occur in the same sentence. In the algorithm, given a sentence x which consists
of argument candidates, the idea is to find the best configuration z ∈ Y according to the current
set of parameters w:
z = arg max
y′∈Y
w · f(x, y′) (4.1)
Here, f(x,y’) denotes the feature vector of a configuration y’ for the feature instance x.
The model is learned in an online style that is for a dataset with n samples of the form (x,y), they
run multiple iterations and if the predicted z is incorrect, the weights are updated in the following
fashion.
w = w + f(x, y)− f(x, z) (4.2)
The algorithms major intention is to learn w such that it is able to find the best configuration.
For a sentence with tokens x1, x2, ..., xs, where xi represents the i-th token in the sentence and
E = {ek}mk=1 is the set of argument candidates. The paper defines y as follows:
y = (t1, a1,1, ..., a1,m, ts, as,1, ..., as,m) (4.3)
Here, y is the equivalent gold standard structure, where ti represents the trigger assignment for the
token xi , and ai,k represents the argument role between xi and argument candidate ek.
In each step for a token i, they do the following:
• Trigger labeling: They enumerate all possible combinations of the trigger labels for the token
i, after which they use the linear model to score each of these partial configurations. Finally,
they choose K-best partial configurations to the beam.
• Argument labeling: In order to label the relations between the argument candidates and the
trigger, the paper works as follows. They first traverse through all configurations in the
beam, once a trigger label for the token i is found, they label the edges between the trigger
and the argument candidates. After completing the labeling of the argument candidates, they
use the linear model again in order to score the partial assignment. Finally, they choose the
K-best results to the beam. Due to the argument labeling step, the ranks assigned to the
various triggers can be changed because of the argument relation assignments.
Another one of the most important things about this paper was the use of local and global fea-
tures. The basic model of the system is linear in nature and is defined as w.f(x, y), where f denotes
the features extracted from the input instance x. The set of local features and global features for
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both the trigger labeling and argument labeling are described in the paper. The major results are
that the system with local features achieves comparable performance for triggers and outperforms
the staged baseline, especially on arguments. Specifically, it offers a 1.6% improvement on triggers
F-measure and 8.8% improvement on arguments F-measure.
The later paper titled ”Joint Extraction of Events and Entities within a Document Context”
[10] went a further step ahead and tries to model the dependencies in between the variables of
events, entities, and their relations to improve joint inference. Additionally, this system is also
one of the first to use word-embedding as a feature. This paper builds on the idea of the paper
mentioned previously. The idea is again the fact that the events and entities depend upon each
other in the sense that entities are often participants in events that is both events and entities is
largely dependent on the context. A large amount of work in this area typically extract events
separately from entities, and in addition, a large number of them work on the sentence level, not
on the entire document. The authors in this paper introduce a new approach that tries to model the
dependencies in between the variables of events, entities, and their relations, they further go on
to perform joint inference of these variables all across a document. The final idea is to develop a
system that considers document-level contextual information and make context-aware predictions.
The paper also shows their approach performs better than the state of the art methods for event
extraction and provides a strong baseline for entity extraction.
The primary contributions of the paper are the following: first of all, they propose a model
that learns within-event structures which captures dependencies between an event and the argu-
ments associated with it. Furthermore, they introduce a joint inference framework which merges
the probabilistic models of within-event structures, event-event relations, and entity extraction for
joint extraction of the entities and events over the entire document. For a document, the system
initially generates a set of possible event triggers and a set of possible entities. Each possible
trigger candidate takes one of the 33 types mentioned in the ACE event types or NONE class.
Furthermore, the set of possible entities are also potential arguments for trigger words and the
event-argument relation is also fundamental to solving the problem. The following equation cap-
tures the within-event relations:
pθ(ti, ri., a.|i, Ni, x) ∝ exp(θT1 · f1(ti, i, x) + ΣjθT2 · f2(rij, i, j, x)+
Σjθ
T
3 · f3(ti, rij, i, j, x) + ΣjθT4 f4(aj, j, x) + ΣjθT5 · f5(rij, aj, j, x))
(4.4)
In this equation, the θ’s are the vectors and f’s are the features taken from the feature table
mentioned in the paper. Also, ti. stand for the trigger variables, rij are the event-argument relations
and ai. are the entity types and x is the input sentence, Ni are potential arguments and i is a trigger
candidate. The training is done using the maximum likelihood estimation with L2 regularization.
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The event-event relations are learned using the following equation:
pφ(ti, ti1|x, i, i1) ∝ exp(φTg(ti, ti1 , x, i, i1)) (4.5)
The training is done in a similar fashion as above.
The entity extraction is done using a trained standard linear-chain Conditional Random Field. One
of the major feature addition to this portion is using word embeddings. In order to do a joint in-
ference, they maximize the sum of three terms. The first part is associated with the within-event
model and is the sum of confidence scores for individual event mentions based on the estimated
parameter. The second part is associated with the pairwise-event model and is the sum of con-
fidence scores for event relations based on the estimated parameter. The final term is associated
with entity mentions and is the sum of its confidence scores as well. The above sum of three terms
is reduced as an integer linear program (ILP), and is solved efficiently with a relaxation of the
original problem using a dual decomposition algorithm.
Looking at the example error’s shown in the paper we can clearly see that the model is unable
to understand long-range context. For example, given the sentence ”She is being held on 50,000
dollars bail on a charge of first-degree reckless homicide ...”,the model detects that ”homicide” is
the word triggering an event, however, it is unable to figure out ”she” is an agent. The next paper
uses LSTM’s to help capture long-term dependencies like these.
Finally, an LSTM based approach [11] better than the previous non-deep learning based system
was introduced in 2017. This paper introduces one of the first neural network based approaches
for event detection. Approaches prior to this primarily used language-specific knowledge in order
to engineer features on top of natural language processing tools in order to get the results. But the
problem here is that a lot of languages except English dont have a lot of resources. The idea in
this paper is to automatically learn features from data. The model in this paper is a hybrid neural
network which is trained on multiple languages without any feature engineering manually.
The model described in the paper is a mixture of both Bi-LSTM and CNN. The idea is to
develop a representation from these two and then concatenate them in the final layer to obtain
the output for tasks like trigger detection and trigger classification. For the purpose of the word
embeddings which are given as an input to the LSTM and CNN, the paper uses the Skip-Gram
model to pre-train these word embeddings. After obtaining the word embeddings they input these
into the LSTM and CNN. As the Bi-LSTM is made up of two LSTM neural networks, a forward
LSTM to model the past information and a backward LSTM to model the future information, they
take the output from the backward LSTM as B and the forward LSTM as F and concatenate them
first. This is the representation from the LSTM portion. Furthermore, the paper also uses a CNN
with multiple convolutional filters of widths of 2 and 3 to develop the representation C2 and C3.
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The final representation for the word is as follows which concatenates these four:
Representation = [F,B,C2, C3] (4.6)
This representation is then input into a final classification layer for classifying whether this
word is a trigger. In addition, it is also used for classifying which event type it is if it is detected
as a trigger word in a similar fashion. The results show that the hybrid neural network improves
significantly for the tasks of trigger identification and trigger classification.
With the deep learning revolution in full swing, one of the current state of the art models uses
generative adversarial imitation learning in order to do event extraction [12]. This is one of the
models we use for our event extraction pipeline. The model is described in the following sentences.
For a sentence with token x1, . . . , xn, the objective of the system is to find the correct action
a for the token xp in the search space provided. The following is the equation that shows our
objective.
âp = arg max
ap
QBIOlabel(sp, ap) (4.7)
In this equation ap is the action of denoting a token xp as a BIO label. Furthermore, sp is the
state, QBIOlabel(·, ·) is a value function giving us the values of the different actions at state sp.
The following is the equation that shows that the extractor will determine what to do next on the
previous actions and states.
QBIOlabel(sp, ap) = fBIOlabel(sp|s1, . . . , sp−1, a1, . . . , ap−1;θBIOlabel) (4.8)
Here, fBIOlabel(·) is a function that is parametrized by θBIOlabel. The following is the manner in
which the paper defines each state sp:
sp = fe(X, t;θe) (4.9)
Here, fe(·) is the environment function.
The architecture of the model is as follows, the model takes as input a word embedding and
uses a Bi-LSTM to generate an environment embedding. This environment embedding is fed as an
input to an LSTM which generates the state embedding. Finally, this state embedding is followed
by a fully connected dense layer to denote the Q function.
The paper utilizes Q-Learning in order to optimize and appropriately train the values for the Q
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function equation. The objective is to make it infer the most optimal policy π∗:
π∗(s) = arg max
a
Q(s, a) (4.10)
An action ap is issued with a reward calculated as follows rp = R(sp, ap). The idea in Q-learning
is that the value function Q(·, ·) is basically the expected value of the sum of future rewards.
In order to obtain the most optimal policy in Equation 4.10, the paper uses the Bellman Equation
Qπ
∗
BIOlabel(sp, ap) = rp + γmax
ap+1
QBIOlabel(sp+1, ap+1) (4.11)
The Q functions are updated by minimizing the mean squared error.
The model also extracts the best event type (action) for a trigger in the exact same fashion.
The final step of the system is to extract the roles of the argument roles between a pair of trigger
and argument candidate.




Qar(sar, aar) = far(sar;θar). (4.13)
The state sar should take into consideration both the trigger and the label of the argument candi-
date, because of the reason that a label of type PER can never be assigned with a Place role. The
state is calculated as follows,
sar =< fe(X, ttr;θe),fe(X, tar;θe), atar ,d >, (4.14)
Here, d is the dependency relation between the trigger and argument.
The paper utilizes Policy Gradient in order to figure out the actions of choosing the event type
for a trigger. Furthermore, It is also used for assigning an argument role on the entity in the same
sentence as the trigger.
The Q function in 4.12 is considered as a probability distribution:
Q(s, a) = P (a|s), (4.15)
The intention is still the same, that is the goal of maximizing the expected value of sum of dis-
counted rewards and they use the following equation to directly optimize the policy.
∇θe,θevE[Rt] = E[∇θe,θev logP (a|s)Rt] (4.16)
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To pursue the above equation, they minimize
− logP (a|s) ∗Rt. (4.17)
In general the reward function R(s, a) can be constants c1 (for correct) and c2 (for wrong) with
c1 > c2.
However, in this paper instead of using constant pre-defined scores they use inverse reinforce-
ment learning, where the idea it to estimate reward functions from the difference between the
expert policy and the trained policy.
The intention is to give the highest rewards to the expert unless the system makes exactly the
same actions.
EπE [Rt] ≥ EπA [Rt] (4.18)
They suggest that this can be considered as “adversary”, and thus, they propose to adopt Gen-
erative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL). The core idea here is making a generator whose
job is to produce fake instances of data and a discriminator whose job is to distinguish between
real and fake data instances. In the framework, for D(·) (the discriminator) the real instances
corresponds to states and actions from the expert.
EπE [D(s, a)] ≥ EπA [D(s, a)] (4.19)
The paper regards the output of the discriminator as the reward function value R(s, a), which in
turn is the probability of the instance being real as predicted by the discriminator.
The objective function they utilize in order to optimize is shown below:
minimize max
D∈(0,1)S×A
EπA [logD(s, a)] + EπE [log(1−D(s, a))]−H(π), (4.20)




pπA(a|s) log pπE(a|s) (4.21)
They use a neural network based discriminator D(·) which is activated by a sigmoid function
bounded between 0 and 1. Furthermore, they perform a linear transformation on the sigmoid
function with the intention to bound the reward function value between -1 and 1.
R(s, a) = 2D(s, a)− 1 (4.22)
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More recently, work has been done to predict types not seen in the training data [13]. The idea
here is to reduce the event type and a candidate event mention into the same space which is done
using the idea of event structures and finally use similarity to predict the most likely type. Addi-
tionally, work has also been done on identifying civilians killed by police with distantly supervised
entity-event extraction [14]. This paper uses the idea of distant supervision in order to develop a
latent disjunction model to extract names of victims from news-based sources.
4.2 EVALUATION SYSTEM AND DATASET
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed system, we evaluate it using several meth-
ods and on multiple different metrics. The first method of evaluation is where we try to exactly
match the name extracted from our system with the name in the gold standard, we call this method
exact match. The following is an example of what we mean by an exact match.
For Document A:
Names Extracted by the system: [Mr Perez, Botham Jean]
Gold standard names annotated by analysts: [Uvaldo Perez, Botham Jean]
In the exact match method, we match the name exactly as it is in the gold standard, in the
example above the recall for our system would only be 1 out of 2 as only ”Botham Jean” matches
exactly. Furthermore, the precision would also be 1 out of 2 as extracting Mr Perez is a failure case
in the domain of exact matches.
For the exact match case,
Recall = 1/2 = 0.5
Precision = 1/2 = 0.5
The other method we use for evaluation is partial matches. We consider the following cases for
partial match.
• The extracted name is a subset of a gold standard name.
For example,
Gold standard name: Justine Damond Rusyzck
Extracted name: Justine Damond
We consider this as a match in the partial match case.
• The gold standard name is a subset of the extracted name.
For example,
Gold standard Name: Stephon Clark
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Extracted Name: Stephon Clark Published
We consider this as a match in the partial match case.
• The names partially overlap. In order to check this we first split the extracted name
into tokens. We then drop titles like ”Mr” from the token list. We then check if any of
the tokens is a subset of the gold standard.
For example,
Gold standard Name: Mr Perez
Extracted Name: Uvaldo Perez
We consider this as a match in the partial match case.
• Exact match is correct as well.
Furthermore, we need to define recall and precision slightly differently with respect to partial
match.
For Document A:
Gold standard victims in document = [Laquan Mcdonald, Harith Augustus]
Victims retrieved by our system = [Mr Augustus, Laquan Mcdonald, Harith Augustus, Corey
Jones]
In the case of partial match, both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus are correct, so the question
is how do we count it towards recall and precision. We use two different methods for defining
recall and precision and report results for both of them.
In the first method, as both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus refer to the same name in the
gold standard that is Harith Augustus, we count it as one towards recall and precision.
For the first method,
Recall = (1+1)/2 (Here the 2 in the numerator counts as 1 for Botham Jean and only 1 for
both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus)
Precision = (1+1)/3 (Here the 2 in the numerator counts as 1 for Botham Jean and only 1 for
both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus, for the denominator we count both Harith Augustus
and Mr Augustus as one, the remaining two come from Corey Jones and Botham Jean)
In the second method, we count both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus separately and add two
for both recall and precision.
For the second method,
Recall = (1+2)/3 (Here the 3 in the numerator counts as 1 for Botham Jean and 2 separately
for both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus)
Precision = (1+2)/4 (Here the 3 in the numerator counts as 1 for Botham Jean and 2 sepa-
rately for both Harith Augustus and Mr Augustus, for the denominator we count both Harith
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Augustus and Mr Augustus separately as 2, the remaining two come from Corey Jones and
Botham Jean)
We report results for both evaluation methods on the following two metrics. The first is macro-
average precision and macro-average recall and the second is micro-average precision and micro-
average recall. In the context of our problem, it is very important to define what these mean.
Macro-Average Precision and Recall: We check for precision and recall in every file and then
average it across all articles.
For an instance let’s take the example of two documents,
1st document
Gold standard number of victims in first document = 3
Victims correctly retrieved by system (TP) in the first document = 2,
Total victims retrieved by system in the first document = 5,
Recall for document 1 = 2/3 = 0.66
Precision for document 1 = 2/5 = 0.4
2nd document
Gold set number of victims in second document = 2
Victims correctly retrieved by system (TP) in the second document = 1,
Total victims retrieved by system in the second document = 2 ,
Recall for document 2 = 1/2 = 0.5
Precision for document 2 = 1/2 = 0.5
Macro-average recall = (0.66+0.5)/2 = 0.58 (Average of the two documents)
Macro-average precision = (0.5+0.4)/2 = 0.45
Micro-Average Precision and Recall: The second option we have is to sum the number of
victims retrieved across all articles and calculate recall and precision across all articles together.
In this case an article with more victims would be given more weightage as previously every
document’s recall and precision was calculated individually, but in this case a document with more
victims, contributes more. Here is how we evaluate,
1st document
Gold set number of victims in first document = 3
Victims correctly retrieved by system (TP) in the first document = 2
Total victims retrieved by system in the first document = 5
2nd document
Gold set number of victims in second document = 2
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Victims correctly retrieved by system (TP) in the second document = 1
Total victims retrieved by system in the second document = 2
Micro-average recall = (2+1)/(3+2) = 3/5 = 0.6 (Sum across two documents)
Micro-average precision = (2+1)/(5+2) = 3/7 = 0.42
We use a sample of 191 documents which pass the Boolean query, out of which31 documents
are about police shooting in the US. In these documents, we manually annotate civilians killed by
police. Their are about 23 victims across 31 articles. Furthermore, we have a validation set where
we have a sample of 204 documents that pass the Boolean query out of which 34 articles are about
police shooting in the US. In the following sections, we talk about 3 methods that we use for victim
name extraction and show our results accordingly.
4.3 METHOD 1: KEY-WORD BASED EVENT EXTRACTION
The simplest method was to use a key-word based approach. For this method, I first segment
the document by sentences using spaCy’s [7] sentence segmentation. We then check if a sentence
contains two types of keywords. The first is a police keyword which could be one of the follow-
ing, (police OR Policeman OR Patrolman OR Police officer OR Plain-clothes OR Cops OR Cop
OR Deputy OR Deputies OR Sheriff OR Trooper OR Marshall OR Agent OR detective OR plain
clothes), and the second is a shooting keyword which could be one of the following, (Gunshots OR
Shot OR Shoot OR Shooting OR Shots OR Shooting OR Discharge OR Discharge OR Executed
OR Barrage OR Bullet OR Gunned OR Trigger OR Fired OR Fires OR Fire OR firearm OR shot-
gun OR rifle OR pistol OR revolver OR handgun OR carbine OR round OR rounds OR gunfire).
After extracting the sentences we use SpaCy to do a named entity recognition of type person to
extract names in those sentences, our assumption here is very naive and we assume that every per-
son we extract in such a sentence is a victim of a police shooting. We first show how our system
works without coreference resolution and later, use coreference resolution to improve our results.
4.3.1 SIMPLE IMPROVEMENTS FOR EXACT MATCH
The names in the gold set are never a single token in size that is just a single token like ”Laquan”
is never in the gold set. As a result, while evaluating exact match method, we drop all the single
names, that is if the extracted name is single token in size, we drop that name. The idea here is
that the single names won’t be of much use to us and dropping them would improve our precision.
Finally, if we extract the exact same string multiple times, we keep it only once.
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4.3.2 RESULTS
In order to compare how well the classification and event extraction combination works, we
show results on both, articles that pass just the Boolean query (without classification) and articles
that pass the Boolean query and are also classified as police shooting by the classifier.
The classification system that we eventually use is the re-trained FastText embedding along with
the FastText classifier and the corpus we use for training is limited to the police shootings in the
US. Note: It is not police shootings across the world. We use the same articles chosen from the
classification system for all the event extraction methods and from here onwards whenever we
refer to a classification system we refer to this classifier.
Table 4.1 shows the results of the various metrics like macro-average and micro-average with
the exact match idea mentioned in the section 4.2 and compares how well we perform with and
without the classification phase.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.22% 2.82% 5.32%
With Classification 36.11% 16.46% 22.62%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.82% 4.07% 7.50%
With Classification 39.13% 18.36% 25.00%
Table 4.1: Results for the keyword search method with exact match and without coreference reso-
lution
4.3.3 IMPROVEMENTS WITH CO-REFERENCE RESOLUTION
We use the coreference resolution system provided by spaCy [7]. It is very comparable to the
state of the art system. After doing coreference resolution, we get a large number of clusters, that
is a list of spans that refer to the same element. We first calculate the length of the longest proper
noun in that cluster and call that the representative for that cluster. In addition, if the longest proper
nouns in two clusters are exactly the same we merge those clusters.
The following is a classic example of what we mean by merging clusters and calculating the
longest proper noun in each cluster (list of elements). Here is an example
Example 4.1. Example of an article with coreference resolution
(Fifty - three year old Herbert Andres)Fifty−three−year−old−Herbert−Andres is accused
of hosting an underage drinking party and making unwanted sexual advances on the
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17 - year old girl . She says (he)Fifty−three−year−old−Herbert−Andres tried to kiss her
. (Herbert Andres)Herbert−Andres is charged with sexual assault . Investigators say
(he)Herbert−Andres drives the bus which is ridden by at least one of the people who
attended the illegal party . The conditions of (his)Herbert−Andres bond release prohibit
(Andres)Herbert−Andres from having contact with anyone under the age of 18 .
The following are the clusters (list of elements that refer to the same entity) we get after running
the coreference system.
Fifty - three year old Herbert Andres: [Fifty - three year old Herbert Andres, he]
Herbert Andres: [Herbert Andres, he, his, Andres]
Once we calculate the longest proper noun in each of these lists it comes out to be Herbert
Andres. So, we use the term ”Herbert Andres” as the representative for each cluster. In addition,
what we mean by merging cluster is that these clusters that have the same longest proper noun are
merged. So the new cluster is (list of elements is as follows):
Herbert Andres: [Fifty - three year old Herbert Andres, he, Herbert Andres, he, his, Andres]
Here is the above article with merged clusters.
Example 4.2. Example of an article with coreference resolution after merging clusters
(Fifty - three year old Herbert Andres)Herbert−Andres is accused of hosting an un-
derage drinking party and making unwanted sexual advances on the 17 - year old
girl . She says (he)Herbert−Andres tried to kiss her . (Herbert Andres)Herbert−Andres is
charged with sexual assault . Investigators say (he)Herbert−Andres drives the bus which
is ridden by at least one of the people who attended the illegal party . The conditions of
(his)Herbert−Andres bond release prohibit (Andres)Herbert−Andres from having contact
with anyone under the age of 18 .
After the above steps, in order to merge coreference resolution with the person entity extraction,
we primarily have 4 cases. The cases are handled in the following ways:
• The entity span matches completely an element with the coreference span, in this case,
I replace the victim name extracted with the longest proper noun amongst all the ele-
ments in that cluster.
For example,
Victim entity extracted: Damond
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Coreference cluster of element with which the span matches completely: [Justine Da-
mond Rusyzck, Damond , Justine]
(The italicized element is the one that matches completely)
Based on our algorithm, Damond would get replaced by Justine Damond Rusyzck as
this is the longest proper noun in that cluster.
• The entity span is a subset of the element with the coreference span, I treat this case as
above and consider the entity span to be an element of that cluster and we replace the
victim name extracted with the longest proper noun amongst all the elements in that
cluster.
For example,
Victim entity extracted: Shem Jean
Coreference cluster of element with which the entity span is a subset: [Jean, Botham
Shem Jean , he]
(The italicized victim name is a subset of the italicized coreference span)
Based on our algorithm Shem Jean would get replaced by Botham Shem Jean
• The coreference span is a subset of the entity span and the entity span might overlap
multiple coreference spans, in this case, I look at all those clusters and check which of
the clusters has the longest proper noun and we replace this entity with that longest
proper noun. Essentially, what we do here is to merge all those clusters into one and
pick out the longest proper noun from the cluster so formed.
For example,
Victim entity extracted: Tim Woodell
The following are different coreference cluster that partially overlap with entity span:
Cluster 1: [Briscoe Tim Woodell, Woodell , Tim]
Cluster 2: [his, he , Tim]
(The italicized element is the one that matches partially)
In the case above the new cluster would be:
New cluster: [Briscoe Tim Woodell, Woodell , Tim, his, he , Tim]
The longest proper noun in this new cluster is Briscoe Tim Woodell, so we would end
up changing Tim Woodell to Briscoe Tim Woodell.
• The coreference and entity span overlap partially. I treat this in the same manner as case 3,
we proceed by merging all those clusters that the entity span is a part of.
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4.3.4 RESULTS WITH COREFERENCE RESOLUTION
In this section, we show results for both systems after doing coreference resolution, one where
we consider articles that pass just the Boolean query and the other where we consider articles that
pass the Boolean query as well as the classification system.
The classification system is the same as the one we mentioned in section 4.3.2. The table 4.2
shows the results of the exact match method on various metrics like macro-average and micro-
average and compares how well we perform with and without the classification phase.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.22% 3.01% 5.66%
With Classification 36.11% 14.42% 20.61%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.82% 4.24% 7.8%
With Classification 39.13% 16.66% 23.37%
Table 4.2: Results for the keyword search method with exact match
Table 4.3 and 4.4 shows the results of the partial match first method (where we count multiple
occurrences only once) and the second method respectively on various metrics like macro-
average and micro-average and compares how well we perform with and without the classification
phase. Another thing to note is that for the results shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4, we have run the
partial match method on the same set as on table 4.2, that is names single size in token were
dropped. We also observe that the results are exactly the same, this is because there was no extra
case of a partial match that occurred when we do coreference resolution and drop single tokens.
The results when we don’t drop the single size token are shown in section 4.3.5.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.22% 3.01% 5.66%
With Classification 36.11% 14.42% 20.61%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.82% 4.24% 7.8%
With Classification 39.13% 16.66% 23.37%





Without Classification 47.22% 3.01% 5.66%
With Classification 36.11% 14.42% 20.61%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 47.82% 4.24% 7.8%
With Classification 39.13% 16.66% 23.37%
Table 4.4: Results for the keyword search method with partial match method 2
4.3.5 OTHER RESULTS
In the results shown so far, we have always dropped victim names that are a single token in size.
Here we show results for the partial match methods when we don’t drop the victim names that
have a single token. The tables 4.5 and 4.6 show results of the partial match method 1 and partial
match method 2 respectively after considering all single name tokens. However, for this section,
we still do coreference resolution. We also observe that the results are exactly the same for the two
partial match methods as none of the articles have the problem these two methods vary on, that is




Without Classification 86.11% 3.51% 6.75%
With Classification 75% 20.45% 32.1%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 82.6% 4.24% 8.05%
With Classification 73.91% 19.54% 30.9%
Table 4.5: Results for the keyword search method with partial match method 1 (count multiple
occurrence once) when we keep all the single token names
4.4 METHOD 2: JOINT ENTITY-EVENT BASED EVENT EXTRACTION
The joint entity-event method extracts various types of events for us in the domain of ACE
event types. The event types that are of interest to us are of type ”Conflict.attack”, ”Life.Injure”
and ”Life.die”. We iterate through all the events of these type and look for the ones that have




Without Classification 86.11% 3.51% 6.75%
With Classification 75% 20.45% 32.1%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 82.6% 4.24% 8.05%
With Classification 73.91% 19.54% 30.9%
Table 4.6: Results for the keyword search method with partial match method 2 when we keep all
the single token names
we have a bunch of common nouns like building as the article might even mention some building
being attacked. So, we filter our list by considering the entities of only type ”person”. Finally, we
run a coreference resolution system to map all pronouns and other cases to correct names. The
idea we use is the same as the one mentioned in section 4.3.3. Finally, we also do the simple
improvements that were mentioned previously like dropping single names at the end.
4.4.1 RESULTS
In this section, we compare how well the classification and event extraction combination works
by showing our results on both, articles that just pass the Boolean query and articles that pass the
Boolean query and the classification system.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 69.44% 7.43% 13.43%
With Classification 58.33% 42.42% 49.12%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 60.86% 6.66% 12.01%
With Classification 52.17% 32.43% 40%
Table 4.7: Results of the exact match method for the joint-event extraction method with corefer-
ence resolution
Table 4.7 shows the results of the exact match method on various metrics like macro-average




Without Classification 47.22% 11.6% 18.6%
With Classification 41.66% 66.66% 51.28%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 39.13% 9.375% 15.12%
With Classification 34.78% 57.14% 43.24%
Table 4.8: Results of the exact match method for the joint-event extraction method without coref-
erence resolution
Furthermore, we show results without coreference resolution in table 4.8. We can clearly see how
the recall for the system drops, the reason is that without the coreference resolution all pronouns
are just dropped, as at the end of the pipeline all single tokens are dropped and if we don’t use
coreference resolution then we will not be able to map these pronouns to names.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 69.44% 7.43% 13.43%
With Classification 58.33% 42.42% 49.21%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 60.86% 6.66% 12.01%
With Classification 52.17% 32.43% 40%
Table 4.9: Results of the partial match method 1 for the joint-event extraction method with coref-
erence resolution
Table 4.9 and 4.10 shows the results of the partial match first method (where we count mul-
tiple occurrences only once) and second method respectively on various metrics like macro-
average and micro-average. For the results shown in these tables, we run the partial match method
on the same set as Table 4.7, that is names single size in token were dropped. We also observe that
the results are exactly the same when compared to the results in table 4.7, the reason is the same
as before that is there was no extra case of a partial match that occurred when we do both, first, do
coreference resolution and second, drop single tokens. The results when we don’t drop the single




Without Classification 69.44% 7.43% 13.43%
With Classification 58.33% 42.42% 49.21%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 60.86% 6.66% 12.01%
With Classification 52.17% 32.43% 40%
Table 4.10: Results of the partial match method 2 for the joint-event extraction method with coref-
erence resolution
4.4.2 OTHER RESULTS
In the results shown in the previous subsection, we have dropped victim names that are a single
token in size. Here we show results for the partial match methods when we don’t drop the victim
names that have a single token, however, we do drop the pronouns. The tables 4.11 and 4.12 show
results of the partial match method 1 and partial match method 2 respectively after considering all
single name tokens. One thing to note is we still do coreference resolution for the results obtained
in this section. We also observe that the results are exactly the same for the two partial match
methods and that leads to the conclusion that there are no cases when two different victim names
extracted refer to the same name from the gold standard.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 80.55% 6.54% 12.1%
With Classification 69.44% 41% 51.5%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 73.91% 6.15% 11.37%
With Classification 65.21% 31.91% 42.85%
Table 4.11: Results for the joint event-entity method with partial match method 1 (count multiple




Without Classification 80.55% 6.54% 12.1%
With Classification 69.44% 41% 51.5%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 73.91% 6.15% 11.37%
With Classification 65.21% 31.91% 42.85%
Table 4.12: Results for the joint event-entity method with partial match method 2 when we keep
all the single token names
4.5 METHOD 3: GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL IMITATION LEARNING BASED EVENT
EXTRACTION
Similar to the joint entity-event method, this method [12] extracts various types of events in the
domain of ACE event types. Again, the event types that are of interest to us are ”Conflict.attack”
, ”Life.Injure” and ”Life.die”. Just like before, we iterate through all the events of these types and
look at the ones that have the victim argument to extract the list of our victims. This method too
extracts a bunch of common nouns that are not of type person. So, we filter our list by considering
the entities of only type ”person”. Furthermore, we do coreference resolution as mentioned in
section 4.3.3. For this method as well we drop single names at the end if we are unable to map
them to any longer name using coreference resolution.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 72.22% 8.91% 15.87%
With Classification 61.11% 47.5% 53.45%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 69.56% 9.52% 16.75%
With Classification 60.86% 42.42% 50%
Table 4.13: Results for the generative adversarial imitation learning event extraction method with
exact match and coreference resolution
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4.5.1 RESULTS
Just like the previous section, in order to compare how well the classification and event extrac-
tion combination works, we show results on both, articles that just pass the Boolean query and
articles that pass the Boolean query and are also classified as police shooting by the classifier.
Table 4.13 shows the results of the exact match method on the various metrics like macro-
average and micro-average and compares how well we perform with and without the classification
phase. We also show the results without coreference resolution in table 4.14. We again see how
the recall for the system drops, the reason is the same as before that is without the coreference
resolution all single names are just dropped, as at the end of the pipeline all single tokens are
dropped and if we don’t use coreference resolution then we will not be able to map these single
names to longer names.
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 66.66% 10.99% 18.87%
With Classification 55.55% 59.375% 57.4%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 60.86% 11.11% 18.79%
With Classification 52.17% 57.14% 54.54%
Table 4.14: Results for the generative adversarial imitation learning event extraction method with
exact match but without coreference resolution
Table 4.15 and 4.16 shows the results of the partial match first method (where we count
multiple occurrence only once) and second method respectively on various metrics like macro-
average and micro-average. For the results shown in these tables, we run the partial match method
on the same set as Table 4.13, that is names single size in token were dropped. We also observe
that the results for the recall improve and the reason for that is there are some partial match tokens
even when we do coreference resolution and drop single tokens. The results when we don’t drop
the single size token are shown in the next section.
4.5.2 OTHER RESULTS
As was the case with previous methods, in this section we show results for the partial match
methods when we don’t drop the victim names that have a single token. The tables 4.17 and
4.18 show results of the partial match method 1 and partial match method 2 respectively after




Without Classification 77.77% 9.99% 17.62%
With Classification 66.66% 53.33% 59.25%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 73.91% 10.17% 17.89%
With Classification 65.21% 46.87% 54.54%
Table 4.15: Results of the partial match method 1 for the generative adversarial imitation learning
event extraction method with coreference resolution
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 77.77% 10.01% 17.74%
With Classification 66.66% 53.75% 59.51%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 75.00% 10.71% 18.75%
With Classification 66.66% 48.48% 56.14%
Table 4.16: Results of the partial match method 2 for the generative adversarial imitation learning
event extraction method with coreference resolution
the results obtained in this section. We observe that the results shown for the two partial match
methods are not the same and that leads to the conclusion that there are some cases when two
different victim names extracted in a document refer to the same name from the gold standard. In
this case, there is just one document where we face such a situation and the results are shown in
the two tables.
4.6 ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS
In this section, we do some further analysis of our event extraction approaches. For the keyword-
based method, we extract about 336 sentences that have both police and shooting keyword from
the 191 articles that pass the Boolean query. Furthermore, we extract 318 victim names from these
336 sentences. Another important detail that I would like to point out is that we don’t extract any
names for about 104 out of 191 (54.45%) articles.
For the joint event-entity method, we successfully extract events for 187 out of 191 articles. The




Without Classification 77.77% 9.36% 16.71%
With Classification 66.66% 53.33% 59.25%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 73.91% 9.71% 17.17%
With Classification 65.21% 46.875% 54.54%
Table 4.17: Results for the generative adversarial imitation learning event extraction method with
partial match method 1 (count multiple occurrence once) when we keep all the single token names
Results for Macro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 77.77% 9.34% 16.82%
With Classification 66.66% 53.75% 59.15%
Results for Micro-average
Recall Precision F1-score
Without Classification 75.00% 10.22% 18.00%
With Classification 66.66% 48.48% 56.14%
Table 4.18: Results for the generative adversarial imitation learning event extraction method with
partial match method 2 when we keep all the single token names
kill/attack type events. The system further extracts 650 victim names from these 1192 kill/attack
type of events. In addition, I would like to point that we don’t extract any names for 61 out of 191
(31.93%) articles.
Finally, for our generative adversarial imitation learning based pipeline, we successfully extract
events for 189 out of 191 articles. The system further extracts 3533 events from these 189 articles.
Furthermore, 944 out of 3533 are kill/attack type of events. We further get 299 victim names from
944 attack/kill type of events through the system. Another thing to mention is that we don’t extract
any names for about 100 out of 191 (52.35%) articles through this system.
We also analyzed some cases where our system was unable to extract the victim names. The
following is a portion from an article that is about a police shooting in the US:
Example 4.3. Example of an article where the event extraction pipeline couldn’t extract vic-
tim names
Raja’s attorneys want Schosberg Feuer to throw out manslaughter and attempted
murder charges against their client for the Oct. 18, 2015, shooting of 31-year old
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Corey Jones. If the judge lets the case proceed, Raja, 40, is scheduled to go on trial
in July on manslaughter and attempted murder charges and could face life in prison if
convicted.
The article clearly states the shooting death of Corey Jones, however, both, the joint event-entity
and generative adversarial imitation learning pipelines are unable to extract even a partial portion
of the name.
4.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter presents the results for victim names extraction via multiple event extraction based
approaches. Through our experiments, we demonstrate that using the classification phase after the
Boolean query works many times better as compared to using just the Boolean query. Amongst
the various approaches we test, we also conclude that the generative adversarial imitation learning
based event extraction method works better as compared to the other methods. Furthermore, it is
also of note that using coreference resolution improves our system for some of the approaches.
In conclusion, we can say using generative adversarial imitation learning event extraction with
coreference resolution on top of our classification system works the best in the realm of our evalu-
ation metrics. Although there is still scope for much improvement in this domain, we can conclu-
sively say that our system works reasonably well.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This thesis focuses on automatically using news stories to develop a database of police-involved
shootings and aggregate as much information as possible about those events. We start on how
to filter the article space using a Boolean query, after which we shift our focus on using text-
classification in the domain of police shootings. In the end, we focus on extracting events from
these articles, specifically, events of type ”kill” and then we extract names of victims killed by
police. We also introduce a dataset for the task of text classification in the domain of police
shootings and we also annotate a test set for victim name extraction.
Particularly in Chapter 2, we show what are the design decisions we made regarding the Boolean
query.
In Chapter 3, we test a large number of text classification systems and conclude it is incredibly
difficult to classify police shooting all across the world. We also show we perform reasonably
well when we restrict ourselves to police shootings in the US. We present data augmentation
based approaches that improve our systems significantly. Furthermore, we also annotate a text
classification corpus in the domain of police shooting and use it throughout this thesis.
In Chapter 4, we show how victim name extraction via various event extraction methods works.
We conclusively show that using event extraction on top of our classification system performs
many times better as compared to using it directly after a Boolean query. We also show how
coreference resolution improves our system.
In conclusion, we can say that we have taken positive steps in the direction of developing a
database of police-involved shooting using news media by extracting victim names with reasonable
results.
5.1 FUTURE WORK
Although we have tried a number of experiments there is still a lot more options to explore.
Especially as the fields of text classification and event extraction improves, we continuously need
to update our system.
5.1.1 TEXT CLASSIFICATION
In the realm of text classification, we can test BERT and ELMo based embeddings. One can try
to improve the classification system by adding hand made features like the relevancy score that we
get along with the Solr query which was a very promising indicator of whether an article is about a
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police shooting or not. We can also improve text classification by using creative data augmentation
based approaches, in this thesis, we attempt a language model based approach, but one can also
try word2vec based synonyms or more complex language models.
5.1.2 EVENT EXTRACTION
In the domain of event extraction, I believe it is worth trying to develop a model that is specif-
ically designed to extract police shooting type events. The zero-shot transfer learning approach
[13] can also be leveraged to extract events of type police shooting. Furthermore, as the amount
of data for problems like ours generally tend to be very less, using semi-supervised learning can
be very helpful. Recently super supervised learning using GAN’s has become really popular in
the domain of computer vision and we should try to use the techniques used in computer vision to
further our own field.
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